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ANOTHER FACE IN THE CROWD

I'm as upset with them
as I've been in the 12
years I've been here.
Mike Mahoney
page 8

e,

Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Help! I'm being bitten!

99

TELETHON
PADUCAH, Ky. — The 36th
annual Lions Club-WPSD
Telethon of Stars reached its
goal an hour before it was
over and went on to collect a
record-breaking $521,861 Sunday. Country singer Brenda
Lee, other celebrities and some
of the children who benefit
from the four-state telethon
gathered on stage to close the
15-hour event by singing "Put
a Little Love in Your Heart."
Page 12

SPORTS
Steve Young did what the San
Franciso 49ers watched Joe
Montana do plenty of times in
the past. Scott Zolak did what
the New England Patriots had
not seen anyone accomplish
this season. Page 8

DANIEL T PARKER Ledger 8. Times photo

Debbie Puckett paints a baseball on the face of Robbie Hathcock during the Community
Resource
Fair at East Calloway Elementary Saturday. Calloway County school officials estimated approximately 2,000 parents and students attended the first of what is planned as an annual event.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.0, -0.1; below 305.9, +0.8
LAKE BARKLEY
354.7, 0.0; below 314.1, -0.1

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 , a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday

Reversing the typical method
of policy proposals, Murray State
University's board of regents has
directed the university to reduce
the gap between spending for
administration and instruction.
At Saturday's quarterly meeting, the board presented the
administration with a set of directives calling for a 5 percent
decrease in administrative costs
within the next three years to permit additional funding for
instruction.
In a document presented at the
meeting, the board defined
instruction "strictly as total salary
and benefits of full-time faculty
members and total instructional
department operating accounts."
The salaries of chairs, deans
and "direct support personnel"
would be weighed in conjunction
with the time those persons spend
teaching.
The other spending guidelines
mandated by the board were:
*Reducing education and general
fund and student fee expenditures
for athletics by 10 percent in the
next three years while retaining
membership in the Ohio Valley
Conference and remaining competitive with most Kentucky
teams in the conference.
*Beginning an effort by all
employees to recruit more fulltime students. The directives • TURN TO PAGE 2

strong commitment'to end the gridlock
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. —
President-elect Clinton' emerged
from his first post-election meeting with Democratic leaders of
Congress with what his spokesman called their "general strong
commitment" to move quickly
on his domestic agenda and end
the legislative gridlock in
Washington.

The House and Senate leaders
spent more than 3 hours with
Clinton at the Arkansas governor's mansion Sunday night, discussing over dinner a wide range
of issues where Clinton needs
congressional action to make
good on his promises.
"It went great last night,"
Clinton said when he emerged
today from an early morning
work-out at the YMCA where he
has been jogging from the gover-
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called for increasing the number
of full-time students by 600 in
the next three years, half of
whom should live on campus to
assure residence halls remain at
capacity. The board also called
on faculty and staff to make it a
priority to retain student- and
said it should be reflected in
faculty and staff evaluation and
reward systems.
*Increasing the university's
minority population to 6V2 percent within the next three years.
*Achieving a minimum 15 percent increase in student employment opportunities, combined
with centralizing budget and
financial control and using incentives to encourage performance at
all faculty and staff levels to
streamline the university and
diminish regulation and paperwork requirements.
*Creating a student-centered
(consumer oriented) campus climate and becoming more competitive in the areas of student fees
and costs.
*Beginning purchasing controls,
including minimum new construction with university funds
and unified efforts to cut utility
costs, while maintaining current
spending trends in the areas of
dining and housing.
"In the event of decreased
funding, we would expect the
reconstituted budget to reflect the

PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION

FORECAST
Partly cloudy. Low 40 to 45.
Southwest wind less than 10
mph. Tuesday, mostly cloudy.
High around 60.

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

MSU administrative
costs to be reduced
By CYRUS AFZALI

66
'Profanity'
page 3

t..uUNTY SINCE 1879

nor's mansion to exercise nearly
daily since the election.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell of Maine said Sunday
night that the meeting was
"informative and helpful," centered around "plans and hopes
for the new year and a new
beginning."
House Speaker Thomas S.
Foley, D-Wash., said he had high
hopes, and the group would begin
to lay out some details at A news

KERA IN OUR SCHOOLS

conference today.
another, broader set of discus"I think that everybody's sions between Clinton and conready to move forward on the gressional leaders of both parties
same priorities," said George later this. week in Washington,
Stephanopoulos, Clinton's chief Stephanopoulos said the feeling
spokesman. "The details are and ,the symbolism of the meeting
always going to be worked out was important.
but I think we have a general
"I think tonight the leaders
strong commitment to move for- and the president got together and
ward on those priorities."
cemented their relationship and
Beyond any specific agree- are ready to work together," he
ments that may come out of the
meetings in Little Rock and • TURN TO PAGE 2

HOLIDAY BROWSING

KERA working despite negative publicity
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Local controversies over education reform threaten the process
by generating negative publicity,
a state legislative leader told a
conference on excellence in
education.
When people think things are
falling apart, public support
wanes, said state Sen. Ed Ford,
D-Cynthiana.
Ford said education reform is
working in Kentucky, despite
"brush fires" of controversy in a
few local school districts.
"You have got to help us sell
education reform," he said Saturday at a conference sponsored by
the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence, an education advocacy group. "You've
got to keep it on course.**
Ford said school-based
decision-making — in which
five-member councils are being
established to run schools from
within — is succeeding in "95
percent" of the schools where it
is being tried.
Almost 600 Kentucky public

Water flushing
in D ,. xter-Aimo
The Dexter-Almo Water
District will flush fire hydrants
on Wednesday, Nov. 18, at 9
2.M.

The district asks that customers do not wash clothes at
this time. Any water discoloration noticed after the flushing
can be cleared by opening
water lines for a few minutes.

schools have elected local councils. According to the Kentucky
Education Reform Act of 1990,
the councils must be in place at
all 1,370 schools by 1996.
"Too often the public will
believe KERA's not working,
school-based decision-making's
not working," Ford said, referring to one of the reform act's
components. "Believe me, it's
working."
Ford is chairman of the Senate
education committee.
One of the best reform programs, he said, was the one that
created the 222 Family Resource/
Youth Service Centers now operating in Kentucky school
districts.
"I don't know of any strand of
KERA where we get a better dollar benefit than through these
centers," he said.
The centers also drew praise
from Heather Weiss, director of
the Harvard Family Research
Project, who spoke on the need to
provide more comprehensive support for children. Kentucky's

Family Service Center program,
she said, was "state of the art."
Weiss, a national leader in the
study of how educators should
serve children, had high praise
for Kentucky school reform.
"I think you are leading the
rest of the country in your educational reform efforts," she said.
"You're setting a standard and a
path for the rest of us."
Ford has been involved in a
controversy over just how much
power school councils should
have — and how much should be
left to local school boards. Earlier this month the state school
board narrowly approved a regulation giving councils exclusive
authority in many areas, including curriculum and staffing.
He also defended the role of
local school boards, saying they
represented many taxpayers who
don't have children in school.
As a former member of the
Harrison County School Board,
he said, "I don't believe all
school boards are powerhungry."

White House linked to passport probe
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pres- "We'll wait for the outcome of
idential spokesman Marlin Fitz- the inspector general investigawater refused today to discuss a tion. He's looking into it and we
fired State Department official's
have full confidence in his ability
claim that the White House to look into this matter."
wanted her to search Bill ClinPressed on whether Bush
ton's passport files.
would fire anyone else involved,
Asked if President Bush was Fitzwater repeated, "We'll wait
taking steps to uncover who
ordered the probe, Fitzwater said, • TURN TO PAGE 2

CYRUS AFZALI/Ledge• & T,rnes

photo
Pat Dunnegan got an early start on her holiday
shopping Sunday
at Santa's Attic. Yesterday marked the first
Sunday of operation
for many Murray businesses. Most will remain
open on Sundays
throughout the holidays.
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Industrial production rises
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WASHINGTON (AP) — An industrial production last month
increase in light truck manufac- was just 0.6 percent higher than a
turing helped push the nation's year ago, reflecting the ecoindustrial production 0.3 percent nomy's struggle to shake off the
higher in October after output recession.
slumped through much of the
Today's report fit in with most
summer, the government said economists' belief that the ecotoday.
nomy in the last month or two
The rise in output at factories, has begun to perk up a bit, but
mines and utilities was only the that the return to even moderate
second in five months, according growth is still months away.
to the Federal Reserve. It slipped
Manufacturing in October rose
0.2 percent in September and 0.3 0.3 percent. A 0.5 percent decline
percent in August. Production in utilities output offset a 0.5 perrose in July and fell in June.
cent increase in mining, which
The October increase was in includes oil and gas production.
line with what economists
This month's mining increase
expected in advance, but the Fed primarily reflected increased pronoted that "much of the ... gain duction at natural gas platforms
reflected a significant hike in in the Gulf of Mexico, where
light truck assemblies." Outside Hurricane Andrew had disrupted
of motor vehicles and parts, pro- output.
duction rose just 0.1 percent.
Within manufacturing, output
Despite the most recent gain, of durable goods, from computers

POLICE MAKE SHOPLIFTING ARRESTS
The Murray Police Department made several shoplifting arrests over the
weekend. According to reports, Christopher N. Seay, 26, RI, 9 Melber, and

to steel, rose 0.7 percent, primarily because of a 6.9 percent surge
in auto and light truck
production.
Non -durable goods were
unchanged overall. The weak
points continued to be chemicals,
rubber, plastic products and
textiles.

William W. Dowdy, 21, 1134 Caldwell St., Paducah, were arrested Sunday
after K-mart personnel reported that the two had concealed $102.87 in merchandise. In a separate incident. Murray police took two juveniles into custody Saturday at K-mart after employees observed them concealing two
cassette tapes. In another separate incident, Donald Stallings, 26, Box 48
Hazel, was arrested at Kroger Saturday and charged with taking items valued at $36.38. Officer Jack Kendall made the arrests in the three cases.

THIEVES TAKE CASH FROM BUSINESS
A person or persons entered the Showcase Gallery, located on the Ky. 121
bypass, Friday night or early Saturday morning and took an undetermined
amount of cash. The investigation was conducted by Officer Tom Bailey.

The various changes left the
Fed's index of industrial production at 109.0 of its 1987 base.
With the industrial production
gain came a small increase in the
operating rate at industrial concerns. It rose from 78.4 percent
of capacity in September to 78.5
percent last month.

MURRAY POLICE INVESTIGATE SEXUAL ASSAULT

Still, the rate was far below the
85 percent level that economists
say shows production facilities
are strained and can often presage
increased inflation.

WOMAN'S RINGS TAKEN AT WORKPLACE

The Murray Police Department is investigating an incident Friday night in
which a 17-year-old Murray girl reported that she had been sexually
assaulted by a juvenile acquaintance. Oat. Ronald Wiseheart is conducting
the investigation.

WOMAN REPORTS THEFT OF TV FROM HOME
Patricia Foster, 411 L.P. Miller St., has reported to the Murray Police
Department that someone entered her house sometime Thursday, Nov. 12,
or Friday, Nov. 13, and took a Hitachi television.
Denise Johnson, a resident of Murray State University's Regents Hall and
an employee of McDonald's, reported to the Murray Police Department that
her rings were stolen while she was working at the restaurant. According to
reports, she left her rings in a cup Friday at 1:30 p.m. and noticed they were
missing the same day at 10 p.m. Officer Jack Kendall conducted the
investigation.

FIREMEN RESPOND TO STRUCTURE FIRE

•MSU administrative...
of where we're heading. We want
the institution to continue subsiabove priorities and targets. dizing dependent health-care
Finally, we expect to see a reaso- coverage as long as it's feasible,"
nably detailed plan to implement Easley said.
the board expectations no later
Regent G. Arlivia Gamble
than the February 1993 meeting expressed a feeling that healthof the board," the document said. care policy changes are immiAlthough the regents agreed nent.
changes in the university's
"I think the information we've
method of health-care funding are received depicts a picture that
imminent, they deferred action may not be as accurate as it could
until the February meeting, when be. I seriously encourage us to
more concrete figures for the study other options. I don't
1993-94 budget would be believe it's financially feasible.
available.
We're not trying to take anything
Sid Easley, the board's vice away, only to protect the entire
chairman, said the move is an program," Gamble said.
effort to arrive at a policy the
Regent Wells Lovett pressed
university can afford.
the board for a decision at Satur"I think I have a clearer picture day's meeting, saying discussion

FROM PAGE 1

Bring the sound of music
back into your life with
Qualitone's § h
ip

J

K-AMP®CIRCUIT

AUTOMATIC OPERATION

Local News Roundup

on the matter has gone too long.
"When we had our orientation
we discussed it, and in September
and November we're going to be
further oriented. I think on this
particular issue we need to
decide. As I understand it, studying it costs money. I think all
we're doing is postponing it (a
change)," he said.
In other action:
*Regents approved a three-month
sick leave policy for faculty and
staff and adopted a six-month
unpaid family leave policy, during which time health coverage
would continue.
*Regents named Sally Alexander
the interim director of the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.

-Enhances Speech
Reception In Noise
-Puts Noise Where
It Belongs...
In The Background.

SPECIAL OFFER
Expires 12-24-92
-Free Hearing Test
-$100 Off New K-AMP
Hearing Aid
Call For Appointment
753-8055

Stonkang
Hearing Aid Center
206 South 4th, Murray

also included a tax increase on
FROM PAGE 1
said. "People want an end to the wealthy to offset the costs.
The president-elect is also
gridlock in Washington, and want
Washington to work for them. looking to Congress to increase
What we see tonight is a commit- spending $20 billion a year on
ment from both sides to make road, bridges, communications
that happen." It was, he said, "a systems and other infrastructure
powerful signal to the American projects, offset by cuts in military
spending.
people."
Congress will have no trouble
Before the meeting, Clinton
said, "We've got a big job to do delivering a family leave bill for
and we've got to do it together." Clinton to sign, guaranteeing
In addition to Clinton, Mitchell people can get their jobs back if
and Foley, House Majority Lead- they have to take unpaid time off
er Richard Gephardt of Missouri, for new babies or family medical
Vice President-elect Al Gore, and emergencies. It also passed in the
Clinton's wife Hillary attended last Congress but Democrats failthe private dinner. Aides joined ed to override Bush's veto.
Health care, ethics law reform,
them afterward for coffee.
Clinton is almost certain to get and a higher education spending
strong congressional cooperation program — tied to a commitment
for his top priority, an economic from student recipients to perstimulus package which includes form public service work in their
tax breaks for new investment. communities — also are -high on
Congress passed similar legisla- Clinton's list. But those initiation last year, only to see it vet- tives may wait well beyond Clinoed by President Bush because it ton's promised initial 100-day

MELBER SHOOTING BELIEVED HOMICIDE
MELBER — Graves County authorities are investigating the shooting death
of a rural Mather woman as a homicide. According to a published report,
Bevalene Waggoner Williams, 35, of the Kansas community on Melber Rt.
2, was found dead in the kitchen of her mobile home by her three children
when they returned home from school about 2:30 p.m. Friday. The house
was reported to have been ransacked. Graves County Deputy Coroner Leonard May said Saturday that Williams had been shot once in the lower part
of the back of her head with what appeared to be a small-caliber gun.
Graves County Sheriff Bob Morgan said the location of the wound indicates
a homicide. May took Williams' body to Louisville Friday night for an autopsy. He said she was shot between 9 a.m. and the time the body was found.
Morgan said there are no suspects at this time.

•White House...

•`A strong commitment'...

-High Fidelity Sound
Quality

The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to a structure fire Saturday at
10:50 p.m. at 1106 Pogue Ave. According to reports, the entire structure
was filled with smoke when personnel arrived. The fiie was contained to an
area on the floor near a heating unit and was extinguished with a booster
line.

legislative thrust.
Part of the purpose of the Little
Rock meetings was to advise
Clinton of the difficulties surrounding some of that legislation.
Ethics reform, especially as it
affects the financing of political
campaigns, could be even more
difficult to pass if lawmakers
actually thought it would be
signed into law and not vetoed,
as President Bush guaranteed,
some officials noted.
And there is no guarantee that
Clinton, like some netv • presidents, will enjoy a honeymoon
period with the loyal opposition.
Senate Republican Leader Bob
Dole of Kansas served notice in a
television interview Sunday that
GOP members are "not going to
be patsies and floor mats and rubber stamps."
"We're going to try to be
helpful, but at the same time, we
are a national party," Dole said.

FROM PAGE 1
for the inspector general."
Newsweek reported that Elizabeth M. Tamposi, the exassistant secretary of state for
consular affairs, acted under what
she believed was pressure from a
State Department colleague who
suggested he was acting at the
behest of a top White House official to probe the Clinton files.
The State Department and
White House officials mentioned
in the account denied they did
anything improper, the magazine
said.
NewsWiek qboted Tamposi as
saying a department aide asked
her to check the files on Sept. 28
after some lawmakers suggested
Clinton may have considered
renouncing his citizenship to
avoid the Vietnam draft.
Tamposi said she turned,down
the request from State Department aide Steven Berry and that
when she asked about the origin
of the request was told it came
from White House staffer Janet
Mullins, Newsweek reported.
Mullins is a former State
Department staffer who left along
with former Secretary of State
James A. Baker III to run President Butt's campaign.
She was the campaign manager
for Mitch McConnell when he
won an upset victory in 1984 to
take his seat in the U.S. Senate.

Personalized Childrens Books
Your favorite child is the star of their very
own story. Each full color book is personalized with the child's name,address,age,
parent, and friends name. The perfect gift
for any occasion. Written, illustrated, and
published by
Automated
Murray residents.
312 Mon Sweet
Wray. Kortudiy 42071
$9.95

YOU ARE IN
TO A SPECIAL
SERIES OF LESSONS
To Be Presented By

WINFORD
CLAIBORNE

(502)753-8887

VD Mat

Sponsored jointly by the
UNIVERSITY & GLENDALE ROAD CHURCHES

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST

of
Christmas
ittentis

re3tauaant
The Great Food

7:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Tuesday, November 17th
7:00 p.m.
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7:00 p.m.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

lijPi991Y

GOD'S PATTERN FOR THE HOME

Sunday, November 15th
6:00 p.m.
Monday, November 16th

Mullins, a former Louisville
resident, became McConnell's
chief assistant in his Senate
office before taking a succession
of jobs in the executive branch.
Tamposi told Newsweek she
phoned Baker aide Margaret Tutwiler to verify that Berry had
been speaking for the White
House in asking for a search of
Clinton's files. The magazine
said Tutwiler refused to take the
call.
Two days later, Tamposi's
office retrieved Clinton's files,
basing its action on freedom of
information requests from newspapers. The search turned up
nothing to suggest Clinton had
ever considered renouncing his
citizenship.
Once the search had been completed, according to the report,
Berry approached Tamposi and
told her: "Margaret appreciates
everything that you're trying to
do, but she says you simply cannot call them at the White
House."
Tamposi said Berry's remark
"really sent a chill up my spine.
How did Berry know that I had
called Margaret?"
Mullins said she never asked
Berry to search for information
about Clinton and never asked
him to do anything improper,
according to Newsweek. The
magazine quoted Berry as saying
he had asked Tamposi to respond
to congressional inquiries.
But Berry said he never
invoked the White house in his
conversations with her. He said
Mullins never asked him to pressure Tamposi, the magazine
reported. It said Mullins and Tutwiler likewise told it they had not
asked Tamposi to take any
improper steps.

(and Ellaristtntus shopping)
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One whole dining room has been
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News of the World
FOCUSING REGULATION IN SELECT AREAS
WASHINGTON — The Clinton administration is likely to focus its regulatory
energy on a few select areas — challenging corporate mergers and enforcing workplace safety and anti-pollution laws, according to lawyers and consumer activists who advised the campaign. Those experts also said that
Clinton's commitment to economic growth means that government will not
return to the regulatory mode of past Democratic administrations.
"President-elect Clinton is known as a moderate on regulatory issues and
his New Covenant may mean that regulatory agencies will actually work to
improve the performance of industries," said Bruce Silverglade, legal affairs
director at the Center for Science in the Public Interest. The new administration will actively enforce laws that were ignored or not vigorously applied by
the Reagan and Bush administrations, notably environmental and worker
safety statutes, the experts said.

GOP GOVERNORS MUTE PARTISANSHIP
FONTANA, Wis. — Republican governors are muting their campaign partisanship to wish fellow governor Bill Clinton well in the White House, even as
they try to chart a course toward unseating him in four years. "it is our obligation to get behind and support our new president-elect," Ohio Gov.
George Voinovich said Sunday as GOP governors gathered for their annual
meeting. "The Democrats now have the ball and will be judged on how
effectively they carry it." While the Republicans lost the White House, those
meeting on Wisconsin's Lake Geneva took solace in hoping that Clinton
would bring to Washington the frustration all governors share with what they
view as increasing federal requirements on them at a time of decreasing
federal funding. "Because he is a governor he does understand much better
than the Congress what the problems of the states and the problems of the
grass roots are," said Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar.

VIETNAM PLEDGES FULL COOPERATION
HANOI, Vietnam — Vietnamese officials, eager to mend ties with a former
foe, have pledged to cooperate fully with three U.S. senators who arrived
today to seek information on the fates of more than 2,000 MIAs. Soon after
their flight landed, three members of the Senate Select Committee on POWMIA Affairs met with Deputy Foreign Minister Le Mai. He said Vietnam
would give "the clearest answers possible" to any questions they raised.
The five-day visit, which includes a day in Laos, is the committee's last
major trip before its final hearings and report at the end of the year. The
delegation includes committee chairman John F. Kerry, D-Mass.; Tom
Daschle, D.-S.D., and Hank Brown, R.-Colo.

PUTTING CAUTIONS ON REPORT CARDS
ATTLEBORO, Mass. — Inspired by the cautions on cartons of cigarettes,
schools here are adding warnings to report cards to shield students from
parents whose disappointment with bad grades grows violent. "In this time
of increasing awareness and the increasing incidence of child abuse and
violence, we don't want to be a cause of it," said Superintendent Joseph
Rappa, who announced the report card warning last week. "Restraint and
caution should be used when interpreting this document," says the notice
sent home with report cards from the Attleboro Public Schools. "Under no
circumstances should this document ... result in negative actions, especially
physical." This is an example of new child-abuse prevention programs based in public schools and aimed at parents. Others include sending students
home with the telephone numbers of parental stress lines and holding workshops about discipline for teen-age parents.

LEARNING THE LANGUAGE OF PROFANITY
SUWANEE, Ga. — A little monkey named Profanity not only knows how to
scream, "Help, I'm being bitten!" — she can say it with an accent. Not in
English, of course. But the two scientists who interpret her screams say Profanity and other pigtail macaque monkeys can tell each other specifics
about danger and, through their accents, let them know which monkey is in
trouble. This complex speech could be key to understanding the birth of
human language, another scientist says.

CAN'T WAIT TO SEE SKIPPER DANCE

CHICAGO — Now sit right back and you'll hear a tale, only this time with
singing and dancing. "Gilligan's Island: The Musical?" opened last week as
a dopily appealing stage show with everything the television series had, and
more. "This is a big, original musical work," said Sherwood Schwartz, who
created the "Gilligan's Island" TV series and produced and co-wrote the
musical version with his son, Lloyd. The expensive-looking production features 16 songs by Hope and Laurence Juber, lots of choreography and special effects, a seven-piece band and an elaborate tropical-island set that
extends into the lobby of the 400-seat Organic Theater.

WHAT FRESHMEN WANT
WASHINGTON — They want to put America back to work. They want to
rebuild its roads and bridges. They want to find the clue to curtailing health
costs — and pay more heed to women's health research. Like Presidentelect Clinton, the big freshman class in the House of Representatives says
giving the economy a shove is priority No. 1. "It is jobs, jobs, jobs for the
first few months," says Democrat Pat Danner, a new congresswoman from
Missouri. "It is past time that we started paying attention to here at home. It
is past time to turn our attention to getting people back to work." In AP interviews on their legislative ambitions as they prepare for a new job, many of
the 110 new members of the House — accounting for a fourth of the seats
in that chamber — echo what President-elect Clinton preached on the campaign trail. "The top priority is going to be to respond with dispatch to the
initiatives of our new president,' says David Mann of Cincinnati, a Democrat. "I'd like to see the Congress spend less money on itself, so I'd put that
near the top." Many share that goal. A lot of new members, especially
Republicans, want to change the House's way of doing business. Some
even put congressional reform at the top of their priority list. "We've just got
to fix it," says John Linder, a former dentist and financial services adviser
and newly elected Republican from Georgia. "The system is broke and we
have to make it more responsive, reduce staff, get rid of the franking privilege, make it competitive again, limit terms.'
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Stumbo says criticism of Boysen
not related to bad bank publicity
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Greg Stumbo says his
criticism of the state education
commissioner is unrelated to
Stumbo's interest in a bank
where local school officials deposited money in non-interest bearing accounts.
Stumbo, the state house majority leader, is an owner and director of the bank that received
negative publicity from Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen's charges against a former
Floyd County superintendent.
In recent legislative meetings.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, has
called Boysen an ineffective
"cheerleader" who should be
replaced. Stumbo also has said
school reform isn't working
because of a lack of leadership.
The Floyd County schools

came under fire because school
money was deposited in noninterest-bearing accounts in violation of state law. Officers of the
bank — the First Guaranty
National Bank, based in Martin
— said their institution bore no
responsibility for the school system's failure to earn interest on
its money.
Stumbo said Friday his interest
in First Guaranty "doesn't have
anything to do" with his attacks
on Boysen. "There ain't no
smoking gun there, I'll tell you
that," he said.
In June, the state school board
found then -Superintendent
Ronald Hager guilty of Boysen's
charges of misconduct and
neglect of duty and removed him
as head of the Floyd County
schools. The latter charge was

Garrett sentencing delayed until January
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The sentencing of former state Sen.
Helen Garrett of Paducah, the first scheduled as a result of the federal corruption investigation of state government, has been delayed
until January.
Garrett pleaded guilty in September to a single charge of mail
fraud after admitting she took a $2,000 bribe from a representative
of Riverside Downs in exchange for her help on legislative matters.
She faces a maximum sentence of five years and a $250,000 fine,
but a plea agreement with prosecutors apparently included a promise that Garrett, who is in poor health following a stroke, would not
have to serve any time in jail.
She was to be sentenced today in U.S. District Court in Louisville. Sentencing is now set for Jan. 12, 1993. No reason was given
for the delay.
Garrett's name has come up in connection with a relatively new
area etinquiri for investigators. Garrett's attorney, George Salem
.
kvlllë, acknowledged last week that she received a $5,000
of Le
payment from Humana Inc. in 1991 for a report on the state of
legislative relations for the Louisville health-care company.
Humana has had records subpoenaed and several people who
have testified to a federal grand jury recently acknowledged they
were asked about Humana.
Humana was at the center of controversy in 1990 when it successfully pushed for legislation that exempted it and other Jefferson
County hospitals from most state regulation of expansion of medical facilities.
Officials with the U.S. Attorney's offices in Lexington and
Louisville could not be reached for comment about the delay this
morning.

based in part on the money held
in non -interest-bearing checking
accounts.
That part of the case against
Hager dealt chiefly with two
school-construction accounts at
First Guaranty. According to the
charges, those accounts averaged
$1.8 million during the 1990-91
fiscal year, and the school district
lost at least $250,000 throughout
the time they were non-interest
bearing.
An audit of the Floyd district's
1990-91 finances showed that the
district also had $1.1 million in
other non -interest bearing
accounts with First Guaranty, the
Bank Josephine and First Commonwealth bank.
Stumbo listed himself as an
owner and director of First Guaranty on a financial disclosure

report filed with the Registry of
Election Finance in March. Incorporation papers filed in 1987 also
list Stumbo as the registered
agent for FGC Holding Co. of
Martin, which owns the bank.
Stumbo said Friday he is still
an owner and director but does
not own a majority of the stock.
First Guaranty Vice President
Kevin Stumbo, a distant cousin,
said Greg Stumbo's ownership in
the bank during the period the
schools' accounts failed to draw
interest "was such a small
amount that, if any benefit did
accrue to the bank, his participation in that benefit would have
been small."
He also said Greg Stumbo, a
lawyer, takes no part in the
bank's day-to-day operations.

Women's workshop draws crowd
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
weekend workshop for women
considering running for political
office or working -on- campaigns
drew a record crowd in a state
that has the fewest number of
women legislators — six — of
any in the nation.
The message Saturday at the
Metropolitan Louisville Women's
Political Caucus' "political skills
workshop" is that women plan to
come out in force in the next
round of campaigns.
The workshop, the third in as
many years, drew more than 100
women, an organizer said.
Several women said they have
already decided to run for election. They include Pat Tanner,
who will make another bid for

Hardware
ALL OF US HAVE THE ABILITY
TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

the 66th District House seat in
Northern Kentucky; Patricia
Walker FitzGerald, who hopes to
be a Jefferson County District
Court judge; Toni Murray, who
wants to be Louisville's 6th Ward
alderman; and Amy Fernandez,
who will seek the 8th Ward seat.
Encouraging such women to
run is "what this is all about,"
said District Court Judge Ann
O'Malley Shake, who said she
also plans to seek re-election.
Kentucky's only female state
senator, Susan Johns, warned in
her keynote address that the
women must be prepared to take
risks. "We can't expect because
were women that we're going to
win the first time out," the Jefferson County Democrat said.
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Perspective on Politics

Picking up
the pieces
Once again, GOP governors
sifting through the rubble
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — Republicans are looking for ways to pick up the
pieces, with a thinned rank of governors beginning the effort, just as
their political forebears did when the GOP was in this fix before.
That was 28 years ago, when Republican times were even worse,
and some politicians were saying the party was finished as a major
force. But after the wipeout of 1964, Republicans lost only one out of
six presidential elections, and that one narrowly, before Democrat Bill
Clinton beat President Bush.
"The tendency when there's a defeat of this magnitude and of this
hurtfulness and of this — this enormity, is to criticize, to find somebody to blame," Bush said a week after his defeat.
"The idea that this party has seen its demise — and I love these
little analysts, these media that I tried to annoy and failed — to hear
them analyze it all, you'd think that this ... party is out of here," the
beaten president said, his syntax sounding rather like Ross Perot's.
"I don't believe it for one single minute."
But his defeat, and the party's, were close compared with the drubbing the GOP took in 1964. Democrat Lyndon B. Johnson won 61
percent of the vote and 44 states; Barry Goldwater got only 39 percent. Democrats held 68 Senate seats and a 155-vote margin ii the
House.
While Bush lost by five percentage points, Republicans managed
minimal gains in their House minority and a standoff in the Senate.
In 1964, more than half the nation's eligible voters considered
themselves to be Democrats, doubling the number who identified
themselves as Republicans.
A survey just before this election showed 35 percent considered
themselves Democrats, 29 percent Republicans, the rest independent
of either major party.
So the GOP numbers are more encouraging after this defeat.
When the Democrats last won the White House, in 1976, Jimmy
Carter beat an incumbent who had never been elected and was burdened both by economic woes and by Watergate, an issue heightened
by the pardon of Richard Nixon. For all that, President Gerald Ford
almost managed to hold on.
When Ford lost, Ronald Reagan was just off stage, already readying
the campaign that won in 1980. Reagan's conservatives were the coming force, but the losers didn't face the kind of split they'd had to
cope with after 1964, and are likely to face again now.
Ford says he considers himself a moderate, and that's where the
party ought to be. He said the winning Democrats "moved toward thc
center, and unfortunately, with our convention, we got the image of
being too far to the right."
Republican governors were gathering Saturday in Lake Geneva,
Wis., to look at what happened in these elections and talk about
what's next.
Vice President Dan Quayle addresses them Monday at a session on
the implications and challenges of the 1992 elections. They're hearing
from GOP congressional leaders, from outgoing Cabinet members,
from pollsters, and from some of the people deemed likely to seek to
become party chairman in January.
This session of the Republican Governors Association will be dealing with questions echoing some that came up when the same outfit,
then only two years old, convened after the 1964 GOP defeat.
Their numbers are comparable — 18 Republican governors now, 17
then.
Their clout may not be. In 1964, the governors were the base of
moderate power in a party that had turned to the right and lost by the
widest popular vote margin in history. Governors like Romney of
Michigan, Rockefeller of New York and Scranton of Pennsylvania
wanted to turn it back to the center. They spent more time talking to
party leaders than listening to them.
Those governors helped engineer the quick shift from conservative
control of the party apparatus to a new party chairman who dealt in
nuts and bolts organization, and wouldn't say a word about policy or
philosophy.
This time the lines aren't so clear. There will be a new party chairman, to be elected late in January. Rich Bond, Bush's man at GOP
headquarters, is resigning. Rival factions are lining up their candidates
to succeed him.
The centrist-conservative split is more complex; it now involves the
religious right and the growing organizational muscle of Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition.
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, vice president and columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more
than 30 years.)

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should he on topics of
general interest. Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
ID limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Later to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Blandford case will affect debate
FRANKFORT, Ky. — In one
sense, the indictrnent of House
Speaker Don Blandford last week
was just the 11th in a line of corruption charges that is apparently
a long way from over.
The fact of the matter is, there
is a huge difference.
The pending case against
Blandford will have a profound
effect on public policy debate,
politics and the conduct of the
General Assembly regardless of
what happens to him.
If Blandford hangs on and
fights the charges, there will be a
cloud over the legislature until he
is exonerated or convicted.
If Blandford resigns, there will
be a rush of House members to
fill leadership spots — and not
just the speakership.
There is a great deal on the
plate of public issues these days.
Gov. Brereton Jones wants to
hold a special legislative session
on health care early next year.
Ironically still unresolved is the
issue of a special session to enact
a stricter code of ethics for legislators. Outside of the arena of a
formal session is the ongoing discussion of the pace of education
reform. In each case, if the talk
of the legislature as an equal
partner in Kentucky government

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
is to be more than just talk, the
elected leadership will have to
take an active role.
Initially, at least, it appears
Blandford is intent on fighting
the charges against him. A statement from his attorneys released
after his indictment last week
includes a defiant tone about
challenging the conduct of the
Boptrot investigation and pleas
for continued support from fellow
House members.
But consider the spectacle of
House Speaker Don Blandford
gaveling to order the 1993 organizational session of the General
Assembly. There, standing in
front of the chamber for all to
see, will be someone accused of
taking bribes to kill legislation,
of arranging kickbacks of campaign funds through his staff, of
extorting money from lobbyists
and of lying to law enforcement

authorities.
Arraignment on the charges
will likely be sometime in
December and, if nothing is done
to delay it, the actual trial could
be as early as February of next
year.
Picture, then, Blandford presiding over a session debating such
a topic as health care, where the
stakes and emotions are huge.
Granted, Blandford is not the
only incumbent legislator under
federal indictment. Republican
Rep. Tom Smith of Knox County
is charged with accepting money
to influence a parole case. He
could also be in trial early next
year.
But Smith is not a player in the
legislative process. Some of the
other six legislators or former
legislators who have already
pleaded guilty to corruption
charges were players. But they

have all resigned.
Blandford is THE player in the
House and, arguably, the entire
legislature. No one else has the
ability to sway 30 or more votes.
Blandford's Democratic colleagues in the House are reluctant
to come right out and suggest he
step aside as speaker or anything
else, for that matter. Some
decline out of their respect and
genuine affection for Blandford,
who remains the most popular
speaker in the history of the state
and the only one to be selected to
fourterms. Others decline out of
fear of retribution. Still others
mouth calculated responses
designed to distance themselves
from Blandford while still maintaining a public show of support.
Among this last group are
those lining up a shot at leadership posts should the field clear
come January.
Some, like Speaker Pro Tem
Pete Worthington, are not very
subtle about it.
But the most puzzling aspect
of the whole matter is in a different part of the Capitol, where
Gov. Brereton Jones' administration maintains — at least publicly
— that Blandford's status has no
bearing on the future conduct of
the business of government.

Washington Today

Voteless delegates yearnfor a voice
By JIM DRINKARD
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — Eleanor
Holmes Norton spoke more on
the House floor this year than any
other first-term lawmaker. But
when it came to making decisions, she had less of a voice than
any of them.
Norton, a District of Columbia
Democrat, is one of five House
delegates, quasi-members of Congress with offices on Capitol Hill
and staff but no right to vote on
the floor.
The nation's capital is one of
five places that send delegates to
the House. It falls into a congressional nether world — not unrepresented but not fully represented either — along with Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands
and American Samoa.
But the powerless status of
these semi-lawmakers could end
soon. Norton and other House
Democrats are quietly pushing a
proposed rules change that could
give her, and perhaps the other
delegates, the right to vote.
"She has made a very compelling case," said Rep. Vic

Fazio, D-Calif., vice chairman of
the Democratic Caucus.
Last summer, Norton suggested
the change to the Democratic
Caucus — at least for herself.
Since District of Columbia residents pay federal income tax and
serve in the military, she said, the
capital should have a full-fledged
voting member of the House.
At about that time Rep. George
Miller, D-Calif., chairman of the
House Interior Committee, proposed voting privileges for all of
the delegates.
The issue is now under study
by the caucus and a House rules
change may be in the offing
when majority Democrats hold
meetings in December.
While the issue seems clear —
simply granting delegates voting
rights — there are hidden
complications.
For one, the proposal would
allow floor voting by delegates
only on amendments — when the
House is functioning as one large
committee.
As it stands now, delegates can
vote in committee. And so, the
reasoning goes, it is only a sniall
step to allow them to vote in a

so-called "committee of the
whole."
But amendments adopted in
that way can be dropped later
when the bill is up for final passage by the House. And at that
point delegates would not be
allowed to vote.
The proposed rules change also
could raise constitutional questions. Opponents argue that floor
voting is a privilege the Constitution implies should be reserved
only for full-fledged representatives. That can be altered only by
a Constitutional amendment, they
contend — not by a simple rules
change.
All five delegates happen to be
Democrats, or allied with the
Democrats. Allowing them to
vote could give the party a potential five-vote boost on some
issues. Unsurprisingly, Republicans are opposed.
The delegate posts stem from
the nation's early years. As
Americans moved west, new territories were added. At first, each
was governed from Washington.
But later it would be granted limited self-rule — including a delegate on Capitol Hill — as a step

toward statehood.
In modern times, the premise
of eventual statehood has vanished as a criterion for nonvoting representation in the
House.
Puerto Rico has had a delegate,
who is called the resident commissioner, since 1900, after the
country was annexed in the
Spanish-American War. The District of Columbia, whose leaders
renew the call for statehood virtually every year, briefly had a
delegate during the 1870s and
was granted its current representation in 1970. Guam and the
Virgin Islands gained delegates in
1972 and American Samoa in
1978.
So even though delegates are
not mentioned in the Constitution, they have been around since
1791 as a creature of Congress
itself. And it is Congress that has
set the ground rules for'how they
represent their far-flung
constituencies.
• • • •
(Jim Drinkard has covered Congress for The Associated Press
since 1981.)

State Editorial Roundup
The Paducah Sun:
If a criminal trial that might lead to the imprisonment of the defendant is conducted in full public view, why should the reverse of that
process — parole hearings — be carried out in secret?
The Kentucky Attorney General's office has ruled correctly in our
view, that most phases of the Parole Board proceedings are public
meetings subject to the state's Open Meetings Law. ...
The opinion carries the force of law.
Exceptions to the public hearing rule cited by the attorney general

are deliberations leading up to a decision and testimony by crime victims, if they request closing the session. Those seem reasonable.
Discovering perceived problems is never difficult whenever a process is open to the public. Private meetings always are neater and
easier to manage, but that is not the point at issue.
Parole is an issue about which the public has great direct interest. It
makes a difference to many people which inmates are freed and how
those decisions are arrived at. Public sessions are entirely appropriate
and in keeping with the principle of open government.

•
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Cattle farming in the
state is a big business

Growing in
the Garden
by Cathleen
Lalicker
Recently, on a windy and
rainy day, I was among a
group of gardeners and was
reminded of the curious relationship that gardeners have
with the weather. One
woman, remarking on the
absence of her friend, said,
"She shouldn't mind getting
out in this little bit of rain.
After all, she is a gardener."
Those folks who don't
garden will find this difficult
to understand. Gardeners
work outside in all sorts of
weather, and often come in
direct contact with the elements, so to speak. Not that
it's usually intentional. What
gardener hasn't gotten totally
drenched by a rainstorm
while trying to get a few
last marigold or broccoli
plants set before the rain
comes? If I am working out
in the yard it takes real rain
to send me to the house.
It's not a need to pit
themselves against the elements that sends gardeners
outside to work in questionable weather. It's the fact
that there are very few "picture perfect" days in which
to garden. There are many
more days that are too hot,
too cold, too windy, too
damp.. at least as viewed
from the snug confines of
the house.
What's a gardener to do?
Waiting for perfection and
the right day to come along
doesn't accomplish a whole
lot, and only leads to
frustration. So if you want
to be in the garden, but
think it might be a little
chilly, bundle up and go
outside and work. After
about 15 minutes, if you are
still thinking about how cold
you are and are not enjoying
what you are doing, go back
inside. More often, though,
you'll warm up and become
absorbed in the task. I usually do, and I'm not the stoic type. (My husband can
attest to this. I've declined
many of his invitations for
walks to the lake because of
cold weather.)
The garden lures me outside in unlikely weather, and
I am fortunate to witness
events in nature I would
have otherwise missed. While
I was out planting the last
day of the tulips, geese flew
overhead in a perfect V on
their way south for the winter. I have spent foggy early
spring mornings setting
onions or broccoli or potatoes and have watched the
sun gently lift the curtain of
mist. On one scorching day,
I dragged the hose from
place to place trying to get
some water to my plants and
was lucky enough to see a
family of bluebirds come to
play in the sprinkler.
So come on out to the
garden. The weather's fine...

How important is the beef
cattle industry to Kentucky's
economy?
Very important, said Roy Burris, extension beef specialist with
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture. And the
potential is good for it to grow
even more important in the state.
Beef cattle farming represents
a $65 billion industry in the
United States, and Kentucky
ranks ninth among the states with
its 1.11 million head.
"The dominant beef production
region in the U.S. runs through a
band of states stretching from
Montana down to Texas and
throughout the Southeast," said
Burris, who advises the state's
cattle producers from UK's
research and education center in
Princeton.
Texas, Missouri, Oklahoma,
Nebraska, South Dakota, Montana, Kansas, Iowa, Kentucky and
Florida account for 56 percent of

the country's beef cattle population, Burris said. Each of those
state reported more than 1 million
head of beef cattle.
When dairy cattle are added in,
Kentucky's total cattle numbers
range around 2.5 million, Burris
said.
"The state ranked 12th in total
number of cattle b in 1991, but
that's up from 20th place in
1985," Burns said. "That indicates the growing importance of
cattle in this state."
Kentucky is ideally suited for
expanding its current cattle operations, he said. The main feed for
cattle is a renewable resource that
Kentucky has in abundance-grass. Water is readily available
throughout the state. Temperate
climate favors cattle production.
Both cattle and tobacco
account for just over 22 percent
each for cash receipts while sales
of horses and mules account for
another 16 percent.

PRESIDENT'S TOMATOES

BARRY JOHNSON/MSU photo

Dr. Ronald Kurth, president of Murray State University (right), came to one of Dr. Eldon Heathcoil's agriculture classes recently bearing the fruits of his labor. Kurth presented Heathcott, chairman of the MSU department of agriculture, tomatoes from his garden at Oakhurst.

EPA's new worker standards will affect farmers
Farmers and agribusiness will
find the Environmental Protection
Agency's new regulations about
worker exposure to pesticides to
be costly.
"The new regulations designed
to protect agricultural employees
from hazardous occupational
exposures to pesticides will affect
farmers and farm chemical dealers and their pocketbooks. Failure
to comply with the new rules
could cost farmers up to $1,000

Food's a bargain
In U.S. this year
Consumers are finding food
a real bargain this year, compared with other products. The
increase in food prices for the
year is expected to be the lowest in a quarter of a century.
"Food prices are expected to
increase only one percent this
year, compared with 4.5 percent for other items included
in the consumer price index,"
said Forrest Stegelin, an extension agricultural economist
with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Lower prices were recorded
in the rust three-quarters of
the year for red meat and poultry, fats and oils, eggs and
fresh fruits and vegetables.
Price increasers included processed fruits and vegetables,
dairy products, fish and seafood, cereal and bakery products and sweeteners, Stegefin
said.
The CPI for food, Stegelin
said, is made up of food purchased in the grocery as well
as food consumed away from
home. Prices paid for food
consumed away from home are
expected to increase two percent for the year.

in fines and farm chemical dealers $5,000 in fines," said Forrest
Stegelin, an extension agricultural economist with the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
The new EPA Worker Protection Standard covers not only all
hand-labor agricultural workers
but also pesticide handlers who
mix, load or apply agricultural
pesticides, Stegelin said.
Employers must provide safety

training, personal protective !mist be sure that workers wear
equipment and contamination and use it correctly. They also
equipment. They also must must make sure workers underadhere to restricted entry inter- stand the importance of washing
vals after a pesticide is used in an thoroughly after removing the
area according to the pesticide's protective clothing and that they
label and must be prepared for are not to take the personal proproviding emergency medical tective clothing home with them.
Workers must be provided with a
assistance on a timely basis in
clean place to change clothing
case of an accident.
after working in a treated area
"Personal protective equipment and for 30 days after the pestimust be provided and employers cide application," Stegelin said,

Engineered For Life
On The Farm.
Choose from a wide range of
standard or custom Lester wood
frame agricultural buildings. Each
features value engineered UniFrame'construction. Top quality
materials. The industry's leading
warranty. And the support of the
nation's leading building company
Reap the benefits of quality, affordable storage. Call your local Lester
dealer or 1-800-826-4439 today.

Research in ethanol good news for corn growers
A recent announcement of
greatly expanded research in
ethanol production methods could
mean good news for Kentucky
corn growers according to a University of Kentucky agronomist.
"Ethanol, a type of fuel produced from corn, already represents an important alternative use
for corn," said Morris Bitzer,
extension grains specialist with
UK's College of Agriculture.
The problem, he said, is that
cost of producing ethanol is so
high that it is not as economically
competitive with gasoline as it
needs to be. That might be about
to change.
"The recent announcement by
Secretary of Agriculture Edward
Madigan of a five-year $100 mil-

lion research program to cut ethanol production costs by at least
25 percent could mean a huge
increase in markets for corn,"
Bitzer said.
"Cutting costs that much would
make ethanol much more competitive," he added.
Right now, U.S. ethanol consumption totals some 900 million
gallons a year, he said. Projections show it could skyrocket up
to about two billion gallons or
more by 1995.
"That represents about 10 percent of this year's corn harvest,"
Bitzer said. "That's significant."
The new government research
intitiative represents more than
just a desire to help the corn
industry, Bitzer said. Solid

national interests are supported
by the research dollars to
increase manufacturing
efficiency.
"Lower manufacturing costs
means a more secure energy
supply," he said. "We'd be less
dependent on foreign oil supplies
from politically volatile areas
such as the Middle East."
Perhaps even more important,
ethanol-based motor fuels pollute
the air less than conventional
gasolines. A strong move to
agricultural-based fuels such as
ethanol can play an important
part to help high-pollution cities
meet clean-air standards, he said.

THE BRAND THAT
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.
<:ESTER>
LESTER BUILDING SYSTEMS

J.C. CATES
CONSTRUCTION
443-8562

FREE Large Drink
With Plate Lunch
Pig* wiggly
753-9616

12th & Glendale, Murray

3 DAYS ONLY...

10 oz. 100% Cotton Brown Duck Shell
Brown Duck Insulated
"
99 32
Bib Overalls Reg. $40'
Brown Duck
Jacket

'28"

Reg. $34.99

We will be offering a "THREE DAY WINTER WORK SPECIAL" at our office.

Stop By November 19th, 20th & 21st
(All Buildings on sale - example below)

Reg $4699
$3759

MORTON
BUILDINGS

Toughest Made Denim

Basic Machine Storage

"272" Denim

54 x 13' x 75' - 7' 6" Truss & Column Spacing
1- 24' x 14' G" Double End Door
1 - 3' x 6' 8" Solid Walk Door
4 • Skylltes and a free Weathervane
Gutters 6 Downspouts
Heavy Gauge Commercial Quality Steel
G-90 GalvanirIng
White Polyester Paint Finish
KYNAR 500' Color Trim
50 Year Column & Snow load Warranty (no weight inn)
5 Year Wind Warranty (no PPM limit)
,

Bib Overalls
Reg. $26.69

$1I1h/15

"262" Denim

Low Back Overalls
"
Reg. $23.2918
"991' Mossy Oak Insulated

All warranties include material and labor and are not prorated.

4ccial pricing includes taxes. m.itenals. labor and delivery within 40 miles out Morton liuildrngs sales office after January 1, 1992 Customer must provide
a level building site With no underglound obstructions which would create the need for extra equipment and participate in the three step payment plan. Prices
may vary due to local building codes. This offer good until December t! 1wF2

Location:
Juct. Hwy 57 & 62 Exit 12
Charleston, MO

Brown Duck
Coveralls

MORTON BUILDINGS,INC.
Excellence -- Since 1903

or Call 683-2175
1-800-447-7436
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MURRAY TODAY
Dog Club plans event
*1

Charlie York

York speaks
at meeting
Charlie York was the guest
speaker at the October meeting of
the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
He read several of his poems.
He spoke about two of his books
he has written — Windows of
My Heart and a children's book,
Pink Dragon.
Mr. York was introduced by
Gladys Jarrett, chairman of the
department and also director of
Writers' Potpourri which meets
each second Saturday at Calloway County Public Library. Mr.
York attends the Writers' event.
The devotion was given by
Margaret Taylor.
Hostesses were Delyghte Humphryes, Loudene Carlile and
Delano Waldrop.
The department will have its
annual Brunch and Fun Auction
on Thursday, Nov. 19, at 11 a.m.
at the club house. A variety of
home baked goods, preserves,
pickles, etc., will be displayed for
the auction.
Guests are invited to attend.
Mary Gertzen will conduct the
auction. Hostesses will be Judy
Stahler, MadeIle Talent, Lottie
Brandon, Willene Lackey and
Winnie Love.

The German Shepherd Dog
Club of West Kentucky will present its first German Shepherd
Conformation and All-Breed
Obedience Match on Saturday,
Nov. 21, at the Playhouse in the
Park, Murray.
Entry fees will be $5 pre-entry
and $6 at the match. The fee for
each additional entry of the same
dog will be $3.
Persons may contact Mary
Adelman, 436-2858, or mail to
her at Rt. 2, Box 54-B, Hazel,
Ky. 42049. Pre-entries must be
received no later than Thursday,
Nov. 19.
Registration on the day of the
match will begin at 8:30 a.m. and
end at 10 a.m. Judging will commence at: Conformation 10:30

a.m. and Obedience at 10 a.m.
All dogs must be up-to-date on
all vaccinations and kept crated
or on leash at all times at the
match site.
No dogs with major points may
compete.
Professional handlers may
show dogs owned by them and/or
their immediate family only.
Obedience dogs may not show
for prizes in a class for which
they hold a title.
Ribbons and rosettes will be
provided by the German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky. Trophies will be offered as
donated.
Spectators are welcome to
attend, a club member said.

FREE ESTIMATES

Call
753-7020

Murray State University's Women's Center and Department of
Criminal Justice will present a panel discussion on "Relationship Violence," on Tuesday, Nov. 17. Panelists will include law enforcement
and criminal justice professionals, mental health professionals and
victims of abusive relationships. The program will provide information to assist individuals who are in or know of someone in an abusive
relationship as well as to help prevent potential victims from entering
into abusive relationships. For additional information call Kim Barrett
at 762-6851 or 762-3016.
Kimberly Poole

Thanksgiving Day Free Lunch planned

Poole named
for publication

William Loyal
Andrus born

AMANDA ELISE JACKSON celebrated her first birthday on
Nov. 5. She is the daughter of Bill and Chris Jackson of Murray.
Her grandparents are Bill and Shirley Jackson of Murray and
Mike and Carol Collins of Louisville. Her great-grandparents are
Mrs. Marie Baty of Citrus Springs, Fla., and Mrs. Anne Jackson
of Chaffee, N.Y. Two aunts are Jean Collins and Michelle Collins
of Louisville. An uncle is Bob Jackson and wife, Tammy, of
Aurora.

(Cormierclal & Residential)

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Kimberly Poole, a junior at
Calloway County High School,
has been named to appear in the
publication of Who's Who
Among American High School
Students.
She has been a teen-age volunteer at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for the past three years.
She is a member of the Color
Guard of Calloway County High
School Band, and a member of
Co-ed Y, Beta Club and
S.T.A.R.S.
Poole attends Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church.
She is the daughter of Rob and
Gail Poole and the granddaughter
of Allen and Betty Poole, all of
Murray.

A-1 GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters

JO'S DATEBOOK

,

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Andrus
of Hardin are the parents of a
son, William Loyal (Loy)
Andrus, born on Saturday, Nov.
7, at 4:48 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. The baby
weighed eight pounds six ounces
and measured 20A inches. The
mother is the former Mary Anne
Stewart. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. James Andrus of Glenwood, Utah, and Mr. and Mrs.
Read W. Stewart of Hoffman
Estates, Ill. Great-grandmothers
are Mrs. Vera Tippetts of Holiday, Utah, and Mrs. William G.
Stewart of Calgary, Alberta,
Canada.

Self-Help group to meet

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Evory Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

The Self-Help/Support Group
of the Visually Disabled has
started to meet at a new time, 6
p.m., on the third Thursday evening of each month at the Annex
of Calloway County Public
Library.
The group met on Thursday,
Oct. 15, to begin the new 6 p.m.
meeting time. This earlier time
was to meet the needs of the
members for an earlier time to
get home as the winter months
approach.
Though group members have
come and gone throughout the
group's origin in September of
1991, new members continue to
seek the support of the group and
volunteers from the community
are beginning to express their
interest in assisting the group in
its purpose.
The purpose of the group
remains as originally purported

Special
Price!

38.89
Case of 12

— providing the opportunity for
persons with visual disabilities,
their family members, and those
with a genuine concern to meet
and share with one another common problems, solutions, and
available resources pertaining to
the loss of sight.
The group will meet again on
Thursday, Nov. 19, at 6 p.m. at
the Annex of the Calloway County Public Library.

Robert Warren
Senf Jr. born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Warren
Senf of 721 Nash Dr., Murray,
are the parents of a son, Robert
Warren Senf Junior, born on
Monday, Oct. 19, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed eight pounds 10
14
ounces and measured 21 /
inches. The mother is the former
Deana Chrie Garner. Grandparents are Harold Garner, Rt. 1,
Almo, Glenda McCuiston, 704
Poplar St., Murray, and Don and
Rita Senf, Murray. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Marjorie L.
Church of Tucson, Ariz.

Subscribe!
• .0
-

Dawn He!stern
bride-elect of
David Coleman
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

The worlds Cl perry Your stylist
will recommend the formula that's
best for your hair Price mciudes
shampoo haircut and styling Long
hair and desxgr hvaps extra

NOUS
C 1992. JCPanney Company. Inc

y
JCPenne
Styling Salon

MOUNTAIN VALLEY WATER

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Apporrnmont Necessary Call 759-9811

To Make Your Thanksgiving
Complete
753-0819
210 Main St.

MSU Rodeo Boosters plan meeting
Murray State University Rodeo Boosters Club, Inc., will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the meeting room of West Kentucky Exposition Center. President Bill Barton is requesting the presence of all Booster Club
Members for this important gathering. Murray State's Rodeo will be Nov.
19-21 at the Exposition Center.

MHS Open House planned Tuesday
An open house will be held at Murray High School on Tuesday, Nov. 17,
at 7:30 p.m. This will be sponsored by the Parent-Teacher Organization.
The MHS Choir will present special selections. Awards will be given and
refreshments will be served. Parents and guardians will visit the classrooms
and talk with the teachers. Vicki Jones and Judy Krouse, co-presidents of
Murray High PTO, invite the public to attend.

CMF dinner planned Tuesday
Christian Men's Fellowship of First Christian Church will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 17, at 7 p.m. at Delamars Restaurant. Dr. Rob Williams will speak
about 'Long Range Plans for the Park System.' Mike Ridley is program
chairman and Don Wilson is president.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Murray Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, Nov. 17, at 5:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Geneva Giles will present a lesson on 'Stainglass.' A
illiletirkh up meeting will be Wednesday, Nov. 18, at the Annex of the Public
" Library. For more information contact Mrs. Giles at 753-6557 or Carolyn
Halford, 753-4710.

UDC meeting planned Wednesday
The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Wednesday, Nov. 18, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. William
Barker. Mrs. Leonard Vaughn will present a program on 'Daughter of the
Confederacy — Winnie Davis, wife of Jefferson Davis, president of the Confederacy. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Music Department will meet
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. John Schlabach and the Jazz Combo will present the program. Hostesses will be Kathy Mowery, Laura Cook,
Ruth Eversmeyer, Cecilia Brock, Flo Buffington, Evelyn Chilcutt, Sandra
Duncan-Thurman and Barbara Weatherly.

Pre-registration at Mid-Continent
Pre-registration for the 1993 Spring Semester at Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College, Mayfield, will start Tuesday, Nov. 17, and continue through
Thursday, Nov. 19. Hours will be from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 to 4 p.m.
The college is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern
Association of Colleoes and Schools to award the degrees of Bachelor of
Arts and Bachelor of Religious Education. Any interested person should call
the Registrar's office at 1-247-8521 for information.

Advisory Council meeting Tuesday
The Advisory Council of the Calloway County Schools' Family Resource
Center will meet Tuesday, Nov. 17, at 4 p.m. at the Center at East Elementary. The primary focus of the meeting will be evaluation of the Community
Resource Fair held Saturday. Any persons with suggestions or ideas to be
incorporated into the fair next year are encouraged to attend the meeting or
to phone the Center at 753-3070. The Council welcomes the participation of
all interested persons in this meeting as well as all other activities of the
Family Resource Center.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Nov. 17, at
7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. 'Single
But No Alone' will be the program on fighting loneliness to be presented by
Lynne Johnston, SOS secretary. The SOS is a support and social group for
all single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed.
For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Signup for Christmas party planned
The Murray Professional Firefighter's Association will sponsor the 1992
Christmas For Children. Sign up will be at Murray Fire Department Business
Office, South Fifth and Poplar Streets, Murray, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. from
Monday, Nov. 16, through Friday, Nov. 20, and from Monday, Nov. 23,
through Friday, Nov. 27. Parents will sign up in November for pick up in
December. Officials said 'please remember that this program was established for underprivileged children. Proof of public assistance is required to
qualify for toys.' If any person does not qualify for this program, but instead
would like to make a donation either monetary or in the form of new toys,
call 762-0320. Also toys may be left at a warehouse beside Sonic, 217
North 12th St., Murray, from Nov. 15 to Dec. 15. For further information call
762-0321.

Southwest PTO Workshops are tonight
Southwest Calloway Elementary School PTO will sponsor a Mini Workshop for Parents and Teachers on tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at the school.
Workshops will be on Attention Deficit Order, KERA Assessment, Special
Education Services, Southwest Banking Program, Project DARE., and
Portfolios. Parents and teachers will choose four of the six 15-minute sessions to attend, according to Joy Waldrop, Guidance Counselor, and Kent
Barnes, school principal. All parents and teachers are urged to attend.

North Council meeting tonight
.

'45 to'60
Quantum® Perm

The second annual Thanksgiving Day Free Lunch at Take-Me-Back Cafe
will be Thursday. Nov. 26. This is for any person who will be alone on
Thanksgiving day. Interested persons are asked to contact the Senior Citizens' office, 753-0929, or Sandra Duncan-Thurman, 753-6425.

)ieriimImitts

kw./ a,r S ,

1205B Chestnut'753-1851

North Calloway Elementary School Site-Based Council will meet tonight
(Monday) at 7 p.m at the school, located on North 16th Street Extended.
The agenda will include design team reports from scheduling, staff time,
assessment and discipline. Smoking Policy and Redistricting will also be
discussed. All members and interested persons are invited to attend

CCMS Site-Based meeting tonight
Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the school library. The agenda will
include personnel report, final decision on policies and procedures, update
on tobacco usage. blueprint for break-the-mold school, and annual plan All
interested persons are encouraged to attend this meeting

Lutheran Church plans dinner
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th St., Murray, will host its
annual community FREE Thanksgiving dinner, open to the public, on Thursday, Nov 26, from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. A family style, 'all you can eat'
turkey dinner will be served. An donations will be given to Need Line. For
reservations call the church, 753-6712, from 8 a.m, to noon, Tuesday
through Friday

•

CALENDAR
Monday, Nov. 16
Christian Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richard, 759-9994 or
Joan, 759-1345.

Single Too meeting/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant. Info/
Celia, 753-6078, Sandy,
753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.

Improvisational workshops/7
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.

Occupational Safety and Health
Course/8 a.m.-5 p.m./Room 146,
Collins Center, Murray State University. Info/762-3385.

Kentucky
Western
Playwrights/7 p.m./Playhouse in
the Park. Info/759-1752.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masonsf7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center. Woodlands Nature Center
and Homeplace-1850 open. Wintering bald eagles begin arriving

Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board/5:30 p.m./Murray City
Hall.

Werner-Wilson vows
solemnized at church
Rosemarie C. Werner, daughter of Mrs. Angie Monday of Rochester, Minn., and Kenneth Castleman of Mt. Juliet, Tenn., and Kevin
Clark Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wilson of Murray, were married Saturday, Oct. 10, at First Christian Church of Murray.
The ceremony was officiated by Dr. David Roos. Music was by Lee
Kern, pianist and organist, and Terry Oatman, soloist.
The vows were exchanged before the altar decorated with arched
candelabra with magnolias attached. Adjoining pillars were decorated
with magnolia arrangements on each side with peach bows. Stained
windows of the church had candles with white bows attached. Unity
candles were lighted after the vows were exchanged.
The bride was escorted by her son, Eric Kane Werner, and was
given in marriage by her family.
She wore a wedding gown designed with a v-shape neckline with
elet-pearls and sequins, puffed upper sleeves with long fitted arm
sleeves. Her veil was accented with pearls and sequins to accent her
dress and matching choker for her neck. She carried peach long stem
roses with magnolia insert.
Mrs. Loretta Alleman of Mt. Juliet, Tenn., served as matron of honor. Kala Morton, niece of the groom, served as flower girl.
They wore identical gowns made of dark teal taffeta. Mrs. Alleman
carried long stem peach roses and Miss Morton carried a basket
accented with pearls and lace colors filled with roses.
The groom wore a gray tuxedo with tails, accented with a gray
cummberbund.
Serving as best man was Paul Wilson, father of the groom. Ushers
were Cullen Moody and Tim Bailey of Murray.
The male attendants wore gray tuxedoes with teal cummerbunds.
Their boutonnieres were peach roses.
Kris Morton, niece of the groom, was the guest register attendant.
Directing the wedding was Charlotte Grogan. She was assisted by
Barb Moody.
A reception followed at the Murray Woman's Club House with Vicki Geurin in charge.
A four layer bride's cake was accented with peach and teal flowers.
The groom's chocolate cake was made like a motorcycle. Donna
Paul of Nashville, Tenn., and Paula Morton, sister of the groom,
served the guests.
After a wedding trip to New Orleans, La., the new Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson are residing in Murray.
Special out-of-town guests attended from Michigan, Indiana, Minnesota and Tennessee.
The groom's parents hosted a catered rehearsal dinner at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray. This was for the wedding party
and out-of-town guests.
The bride's mother hosted a dinner at Pagliai's for the groom,
groom's parents, and out-of-town guests.
A bridal tea was given by Audrey Roberts and Charlotte Grogan at
the Roberts' home.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9 a.m.;
Bible "Trot" Class/7:01 P.m.

Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.
First Baptist Church events
include Saints Alive/11 a.m.;
Senior Adult luncheon/noon;
Praise/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise
and Reach-Out Callers 111/5 p.m.;
Friendship/Hannah/7 p.m. with J.
Stahler; Youth Disciple Bible
Study/8 p.m.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Occupational Safety and Health
Course/8 a.m.-5 p.m./Room 146,
Collins Center, Murray State University. Info/762-3385.

Murray Art Guild meeting/1
p.m. at Guild.

National Scouting Museum
open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Murray Optimist Club/12 noon/
Homeplace Restaurant.

Land Between the Lakes' events

Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Homeplace 1850 and
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily. Info/1-924-5602.

Health Express of MiltrayCalloway County Hospital/Dexter
Senior Citizen Center/9-11:30
a.m. and Hardin Library/12:30-3
p.m.

YMCA

Murray Christian Women's
Club luncheon/12 noon/Seven
Seas.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Ladies Bible Class/9:30
a.m./University Church of Christ.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m., Long Range Planning
Committee and Adult Exercise/5
p.m., Hunger Banquet/Curris
Center Tea Room, Murray State/
5:30 P.m. and Adult Disciple
Bible Study/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Senior Adults !eve for
Eddyville/9 a.m. and Mothers'
Day Out/9:30 a.m.
Murray Moose Lodge/8 p.m.
with officers at 7 p.m.
Murray High School events
include Academic Tournament at
MSU and Open House/7:30 p.m.

Lecture on JFK assassination
by Edward M. Sinker, analyst for
Warren Commission/7
p.m./Curris Center ballroom.
Murray State University. Admission free.

AMERICAN
HUMANICS!
-Discover the treasures
at MSUSPEND THE NIGHT
WITH YOUR
FRIENDS...
•Swimming •Breakfast
•Games
Pirates
•Snacks
Kids Grades K-6

NOVEMBER 20, 1992
MSU-Carr Health Big.
8:00 p.m. FRIDAY
until
8:00 a.m. SATURDAY

Program Fee:
$10

Brenda Brandon Estes, former co-owner of
Muehleman & Estes Psych Services
Announces the Opening of:

Estes 9 Becker
Psychological Services

DEADLINE NOV. 20
BY 11:00 A.M.!

THE

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Paul Thompson, flutist/recital/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Admission free.

With

Everyone attending must have a
current membership in the YMCA.
Each Kid Needs To Bring A
*Pillow
*Swimsuit
-Towel
*Sleeping Bag

Suite 101 B Walnut Plaza, 104 N. 5th St.
Phone: 753-7004
Services include: irovidual 41 Group Psychotherapy 'Psychological
Psychoeducational Evaluations 'Custody Evaluations 7reanent Programs
Partially Funded by United Way kr Child Sex Abuse Issues.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Trip/5:30 p.m. and
Visitation/6:30 p.m.

Professional Secretaries
International/6:30 p.m./Martha
Layne Collins Center, Murray
State University.
Bibles
Calendars
Ornaments
Decorations
Stocking Stuffers

ips REUSE
THE
to, NEWS.

V
,P.,

REGISTER BY
CALLING ell
YMCA

759-YMCA

DAILY SHIPPING
`44tof
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

goohmanh
Just In Time For Christmas!
Perfect Gifts For Everyone
On Your List.

Downtown, Court Square

753-7222

Cassette Tapes
Books & Cards
Mugs & Plaques
Games & Puzzles
U.K. & Disney Gifts

Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

Recycle This Newspaper
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FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ii

•91“.1 yob woof bort abr.,. b. ye.

15
Onoirland Shopping(enivr

1

753 674 ,
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Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Finger§
Hip Pain /
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test,a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Dr. Dennis L. Plaskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
It you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork.

FREE.

1

DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOu:•THE PATIENT ANO ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVCES EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHCH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF ANO WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATON OR TREATMENT •

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

1

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

1

PFUL

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

1

1

Subscribe!

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.

Bronie Alexander
Staples born
at Medical Center
Mr. and Mrs. Carlie E. Staples
of 3020 Provo Rd., Morgantown,
arc the parents of a son, Bronie
Alexander Staples, born on Saturday, Oct. 31, at 12:13 a.m. at The
Medical Center, Bowling Green.
The baby weighed seven pounds
4'h ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Lee Ann Babb. They have a
daughter, Crystal, 10, and another
son, Carlie, 12. Grandparents are
Ronald and Jane Babb of Murray
and Corrine Staples and the late
Bronie Stables of Morgantown.

Dexter Center/open at 9:30
a.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

207, Almo; Jeffrey N. Eldridge, 504
South Eighth St., Murray;
Forest L. Tongate, At. 1, Box 653A,
Hardin; Mrs. Hilda V. Duncan, At. 3,
Box 346, Murray;
Mrs. Maybelle Jones, At. 2, Box
218, Hazel; Robert Alton Colley,
Farmington;
Mrs. Eleanor Mae Riss, Rt. 1, Box
381, Murray; Mrs. Eupal Underwood,
Rt. 2, Box 140, Hazel;
Mrs. Mary Virginia Woodall, Flt. 1,
Box 678, Dexter; Mrs. Mary M. Taylor,
At. 1, Box 240, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Jean Smith Kennedy, 1510
Cardinal, Murray; Mrs. Kimberly Ann
Smith and babby boy, At. 3, Box 231,
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Lana Jo Cannon and baby girl,
B-3 Embassy Apts., Murray.
Expiration
W.G. Martin, P.O. Box 82, Hazel.

Recitals by Thomas Clark,
Senior Voice/6:30 p.m. and Patricia Gaietto, Senior Trumpet/8
p.m./both at Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission free.

OVERNIGHT

Tuesday, Nov. 17
Murray High School Soccer/ Free blood pressure checks/
Golf banquet/7 p.m.
noon-2 p.m./Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, Murray- Retirees of Local 1068 and other
Calloway County Hospital.
locals of UAW-AFL-C10 and
their spouses/noon/Sirloin
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Stockade.
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Alcoholics Anonymous closed Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hour/10:30 a.m.
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/753-8136 or Murray Planning Commission/7
435-4314.
p.m./Murray City Hall.

Hospital report released
Three newborn admissions,
dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Nov. 13, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Zabalza baby boy, mother, Holly
Molina, At. 3, Box 200A, Paris, Tenn.;
Schultz baby boy, parents, Cerra
and John, P.O. Box 84, Almo;
Threatt baby girl, parents, Pamela
and Timothy, 137 Park St., Camden,
Tenn.
Dismissals
John J. McConnell, At. 7, Box 648,
Murray; Mrs. Melisa A. Fearn, 512
South 111h St., Murray;
Mrs. Mitzi' K. Wade, Rt. 2, Box
29B, Springville, Tenn.; Mack Goff,
P.O. Box 421, Murray;
Mrs. Betty Lou Palmer, At. 1, Box

at LBL. Info/1-924-5602.

Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p.m./First Christian Church.

Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Clark Wilson

Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Coffee Break/
9:30 a.m.

Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club
house.
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SPORTS
No Richmond magic for Racers this week
TSU pulls away in second half for 19-10 win
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

MICHAEL BANKS/Ledger & Tithes photo

Murray State's Kevin Gibbs puts defensive pressure on Tennessee State quarterback James Wade
(#12) while trying the shed the block of TSU lineman Dan Pride.

Editor

Murray State went to Eastern
Kentucky and came within a few
plays of shocking the football
world.
Hard to believe it was just
seven days between the "Revival
in Richmond" and the "Collapse
in Calloway."
Facing a Tennessee State team
that had won just three games
coming into Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference contest at MSU's
Roy Stewart Stadium, the Racers
were just a fraction of the team
that fell 21-18 in overtime at
Eastern the week before.
"I'm as upset with them as I've
been in the 12 years I've been
here," a somber Mike Mahoney
said after his team's 19-10 loss.
Murray State's Timmy Bland,
who rushed for 111 yards on just
nine carries, dashed 46 yards for
a score in the third period to cut
Tennessee State's lead to 13-10.
Any momentum that the Racers
had faded soon after as the Tigers
posted a score in the fourth and
slipped away with their fourth
victory of the season.
To the 1,404 football fans that
wanted to see for themselves, last
Saturday's near-upset must have
seemed like a mirage.
Gone was the enthusiasm that
kept the Racers close for four
quarters at Eastern.
"We didn't come out with any
emotion," the coach said. "I don't
know if the string ran out on us
after playing so hard the last two

the OVC's top passer, was in and
out with an ankle sprain; and,
they were at home.
Tennessee State (4-6) ignored
the odds and put together a semiimpressive win.
A-1.400
Led by backup quarterback
MSU
TSU
27
12
First downs
Germany and backup fullChad
61-224 33-196
Rushes-yards
196
41
Passing
Marcus Moye, the Tigers
back
49
•
Return Yards
controlled the ball for most of the
16-26-1 03-17-2
Coirp-An-int
4-48
4-35
Puna
game, beating MSU 41:45 to
5-1
3-1
Fumbles-Lost
10-90
9-107
PenaDes-Yards
18:15 in time of possession.
18 15
41 45
Tune of Possession
"You'd barely get the water
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
bottle to your mouth and you
RUSHING-TSU, Wpm 11-89, lek:Coltsm 11-67
MSU, Bland 9-111, COX 7-37
were running back out there,"
PASSING-TSU, Wade 13-21-147-0, German
3-5-49-0. MSU, Mosby 3-8-41-0, Lewis 0-8-0-0, CoDy
said
senior defensive tackle Scott
0-1-0-0.
Cannon.
RECEIVING-TSU, Hunter 6-90. McCollsm 5-48
USU. Con 1-17, Hall 1-16
The Racer defense played well
considering the amount of time
they spent on the field, not to
weeks."
Gone was a Racer defense that mention with their backs to the
held Eastern under wraps for goal line.
Tennessee State, which missed
three-plus quarters.
two
field goals, had scoring
"We weren't mentally ready to
play on defense," said Mahoney, drives of 65, 20 and 66 yards.
The 20-yard drive came after
who watched his defense give up
the
Racers fumbled on their own
224 yards rushing to a Tiger
offense which is built on the 20-yard line. Moye carried over
from five yards out to put TSU
pass. "They ripped us."
And also gone was an offense up 13-3 in the third quarter.
Murray State's offense had its
which piled up over 300 yards
brightest
moment on the next
against a stingy Eastern defense.
drive
when
Bland took the option
"I was very disappointed in the
way we ran the ball," he said of pitch from quarterback Tremain
the Racers' running attack, which Lewis and rambled 46 yards for
gained a misleading 196 yards on the score to cut the Tigers' lead
the worst defense against the run to 13-10.
"I thought that would be the
in the OVC.
play
that would turn us around,"
Everything was in place for the
Racers to capture a win in its said Bland, a sophomore. "I
final OVC game of the season: thought it would be a boost."
"We're in the game even as
TSU's talented wide receiver Patrick Robinson was out with a badly as we played," Mahoney
hamstring injury; James Wade, • TURN TO PAGE
9
0 7 6 06-1111
Tees. St.
00 03 07 0-10
Murray St.
MSU-1G lorrterd 28
TSU-Wade 5 run (Seriph kick)
TSU-IAoye 5 run Midi failed)
MSU-Bland 46 run (Lombard kick)
TSU-Gennan 1 run (PAT snap fumbled)

Racers Rehearsal

Shelton's 39
leads Blue to
win over Gold

Hoard highlights Blue's 106-86 runaway win
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger Si Times Sports Editor

In the first of two dress rehearsals before tipping off the season,
the Murray State Racers got to
see where they stand before facing national power Indiana in the
season opener with the annual
Blue-Gold scrimmage.
"Some of the things we've
been doing well in practice we
showed tonight, and some of the
things we haven't done well in
practice showed up tonight also,"
said Racer basketball coach Scott
Edgar.
Taking advantage of Antwan
Hoard's 25 points and poor
shooting by their familiar opponents, the Blue team ran off with
a 106-86 win Saturday night in
Racer Arena.
Hoard, a 6-foot-6 junior forward, was 9-for-15 from the field
and 7-of-10 from the free throw
line. His driving dunk late in the

second half was one of the
game's highlights.
A lowlight on Saturday was the
free throw shooting of the Gold
team. The Gold hit just 11-of-23
from the stripe in the first half
which allowed the Blue team,
coached by Racer assistant Eddie
Fields, to take a 59-37 lead into
halftime.
"My biggest disappointment
was that the score was so lopsided in the first half," Edgar said
afterwards. "All in all I wish it
would've come down to a fiveminute game where it could come
down to a key defensive play."
Edgar switched up the teams at
halftime, most notably sending
Blue team members Maurice
Cannon, Michael James and Kenneth Taylor over to the Gold,
coached by assistant Ken Roth.
The Gold was able to cut the lead
down to as little as 10 in the second half but couldn't pull any
closer.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
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Club
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Thursday, Friday, Saturday
November 19, 20, 21
7:30 p.m.
High School Rodeo
Sunday, Nov. 22 at 2:30 p.m.
For Ticket Information Call (502)762-3125

West Kentucky
Expo Center

Cannon, a starter last season,
had 15 points in the first half
with 6-for-6 shooting from the
floor.
Taylor and fellow freshman
Marcus Brown showed why
Edgar has called them "two of
our most consistent players so
far." Brown, a 6-3 guard from
West Memphis, Ark., scored 17
points on 7-of-9 shooting. Taylor,
a 5-10 point guard from Little
Rock, Ark., finished with eight
points.
Frank Allen, this season's top
returning scorer, had 12 points, 8
assists and 3 steals for the Blue.
"Frank did some good things out
there," Edgar said of the senior.
"He passed the ball well and was
not concerned about scoring."
Also for the Blue team, senior
Scott Sivills finished with 18 and
James chipped in 10.
Junior center Antoine Teague
In TURN TO PAGE 9

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Stet Writer

STEVE PARKER/Lodger & Times

photo

senior Frank Allen, right, challenges junior Michael
James in the paint during Saturday's Blue-Gold scrimmage.
Murray State

A la Montana, Young revives 49'ers
with last-second heroics over Saints
By The Associated Press
Steve Young did what the San
Franciso 49ers watched Joe Montana do plenty of times in the
past. Scott Zolak did what the
New England Patriots had not
seen anyone accomplish this
season.
On a Sunday full of frantic
finishes, Young threw an 8-yard
touchdown pass to Brent Jones
with 46 seconds left as San Francisco beat New Orleans 21-20 for
the NFC West lead.
The Patriots' 37-34 victory in
overtime against Indianapolis did
not man as much in the standings, but it was just as wild. And,
it meant almost as much to New
England (1-9), which became the
last NFL team to win this season.
"Words can't describe it,"
said Zolak, who passed for 261
yards and two scores in his first
pro start. "I've never been
involved in a more' emotional
game, because the odds were
against us. We've been looking
for something good to happen to
us, and it finally did. Everybody
should be emotional."
There were seven games in
which the winning points wete
scored in the final three minutes'.
There were two other games that
went down to the last play as

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
New York Jets 17, Cincinnati 14
Pittsburgh 17, Detroit 14
Houston 17, Minnesota 13
New England 37, Indianapolis 34, OT
Green Bay 27, Philadelphia 24
Atlanta 20, Phoenix 17
San Diego 14, Cleveland 13
Kansas City 35, Washington 16
Los Angeles Rams 27, Dallas 23
Tampa Bay 20, Chicago 17
San Francisco 21, New Orleans 20
Los Angeles Raiders 20, Seattle 3
Denver 27, New York Giants 13

teams hung on to win.
In all, 10 games were decided
by four or fewer points.
"It was a crazy Sunday all
around the league," Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman said.
Aikman's last-second bid to
rally the Cowboys over the Los
Angeles Rams ended when he
threw incompletions into the end
zone on the final two plays. The
Rams held off Dallas, 27-23.
At least Aikman made it
through the whole game. At the
Metrodome, Warren Moon sustained a broken arm on Houston's
final drive and left the gime
moments before Lorenzo White
ran for a 1-yard touchdown that
lifted the Oilers over Minnesota,
17-13.
Moon, who had been knocked
out of action in Houston's previous two games, will be out from

three to six weeks.
"I'm disappointed because I
think the team is going to turn
the corner and I won't be a part
of it," Moon said.
Denver quarterback John
El way also got an early exit when
he bruised his right shoulder in
the second quarter against the
New York Giants. He was hurt
when he was hit while scrambling - just like Moon - and
briefly returned to the game
before leaving for good. Tommy
Maddux took over and guided
Denver to a 27-13 victory.
49ers 21, Saints 20
The 49crs (8-2) trailed 20-7
entering the final period before
Young hit Brent Jones on a
14-yard TD pass with 10 minutes
left. Young completed five of six
passes on that drive, then passed
and ran San Francisco to the winning score.
Bobby Hebert completed 22 of
35 for 301 yards and touchdown
passes of 22 yards to rookie Tor
rance Small and 11 yards to Dalton Hilliard as the Saints (7-3)
moved easily through the air.
Patriots 37, Colts 34
Charlie Baumann kicked a
44-yard field goal on the last play
of regulation, then made an
11 TURN TO PAGE 9

"Run-and Stun", that brand of
pressing, fast-tempo basketball
Murray State and head coach
Kelly Breazeale live by, made
it's return to Racer Arena Saturday night during the Lady Racers' Blue-Gold scrimmage.
Boosted by Melissa Shelton's
39 points the Blue team used a
big second-half outburst in beating the Gold team 80-61 Saturday
night.
"I was really pleased with our
effort tonight," Breazeale said
after Saturday's game which preceeded the MSU men's BlueGold scrimmage. "I think our
intensity out there was great. We
were able to run the ball up the
floor and executed our offense
better tonight, than we probably
have in the last two weeks."
"And I was really pleased with
the offensive output of Kristi
Snell and Melissa Shelton. They
both had really good games
tonight," Breazeale said.
Shelton, a 5-10 junior guardforward from Albany, was nearly
perfect Saturday as she hit 18 of
27 from the field, including 3 of
Blue 80, Gold 61
34 46 80
30 31 SI
.
BLUE (14)
Mel Shelton 39, Gray 13, Gallmore 10. Pearson 7,
Hasler 6, Cadwea 3, Chairs 2. TOTALS: FO-A 32-78
Three-point 3-12 (Shelton 3). FT-A 13-22 Rebounds 50
Madre( 11) Fouls 19. Assim 22(Cada.. 11) Turnovers 16 (Cadwell 6) Steels 9 (Gray 3)
GOLD (Si)
Snel 27, MIK Shelton 12, Hubbard 9, Lassiter 6, Parke;
5. licipson 4 TOTALS FG-A 25-69 Three-point 2-8
(Snail 2) FT-A 11-17, Rebounds 44(MK Shelton 13)
Fouls 19 Assists 15 (Palter 7) Turnovers 24 (Pettier
9) Steals 9 (Parker 4).
BLUE
GOLD

7 from 3-point range.
"I've been working harder this
year in practice than I did last
year," said Shelton, who averaged 8.9 points a game last season. "We're improving more and
more each day. I think we'll be
ready when the season starts
(Dec. 4 versus Kentucky at the
Lady Kats Invitational)."
Snell, a senior guard-forward
who averaged 2.3 points a game
last season, paced the Gold team
as she hit on 12 of 18 from the
field and 2 of 2 from 3-point
range for 27 points. She also
added 9 rebounds.
"You're going to see a
balanced team this year. Even
though we're young, our depth
has improved considerably over
last season," Breazeale said. "1
could see six or seven of our girls
II TURN TO PAGE 9
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Eastern's Thomas moves up into NCAA #2 spot against Peay
By The Associated Press
Marcus Thomas is now the No.
2 runner in NCAA Division I-AA
history, but after Eastern Kentucky's 45-14 victory over Austin
Peay, Thomas wasn't paying
much attention to his assault on
the school, conference and

NCAA record books.
"It was good blocking, plain
and simple, all around the ring,"
Thomas said after Saturday's victory. "On my two long runs (62
and 50 yards for touchdowns),
the hole was there."
Thomas finished with 219
yards. He now has 5,403 career

yards and needs 136 to break the
all-time record of Nevada's Frank
Hawkins (5,538).
Thomas wasn't the only Colonel turning in big plays in the
Ohio Valley Conference contest.
Fullback Carlo Stallings broke
several tackles and took a screen
pass 42 yards to set up Thomas'

Lakers keep Golden State on skid
By The Associated Press
Even though it's early, the
Golden State Warriors have to be
worried about a four-game losing
streak.
"We're not playing that well
and I don't know why," Chris
Mullin said after Sunday night's
105-102 loss to the Los Angeles
Lakers. "A lot of our games
seem to be the same way.
They're close, but when we get
into a flow, we just don't seem to
keep it going for any length of
time."
Sedale Threatt, the Lakers'
replacement for Magic Johnson,
scored 24 points as Los Angeles
won at home for the first time in
three tries this season.

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
Smarr" Gaon
New Jersey 111, Washington 104
Milwaukee 115, Denver 98
Sacramento 109, Cleveland 107
LA LaIws 105, Golden State 102

Threau made 10 of 18 shots,
with seven assists and four steals.
He played 40 minutes as coach
Randy Pfund brings young guards
Anthony Peeler and Duane Cooper along slowly.
"Sedate is a fighter, and when
we need him, he'll be there,"
James Worthy said. "When it's
time for him to get a little rest,
we're going to have to develop
Peeler and Cooper at that position. As far as he can go each
night, I'm not sure. We've got to
monitor his minutes and don't

Robinson) out of the game."
Had Murray been able to
mount any type of offensive
threat, they would've had a
chance against TSU's suspect
defense. As it were, missed
blocks, penalties and poor execution played right into the Tigers'
hands.
"We didn't execute like we did
against Eastern," said junior fullback David Cox, who rushed for
seven times for 37 yards. "The
offensive line didn't block, the
backs didn't block. It was a team
effort."
"We were kind of up and
adoWn," Bland said of the offense.
"I really don't know what happened. We should've beaten
them. No way should we have
lost this one."
Murray gained 237 total yards
on the afternoon, combined with
10 penalties for 99 yards.
The Racer passing attack,

wear him out too much."
Billy Owens scored 24 points
and Tim Hardaway 21 for the
Warriors, who have skidded since
winning their opening two games.
Golden State trailed by 14
points late in the first quarter
before rallying to a 55-53 halftime lead behind' Owens' 14
points and a 25-14 rebounding
edge.
Jeff Grayer's jumper with 4:50
left in the second quarter gave
Golden State its first lead at
47-46. A layup by rookie Keith
Jennings 34 seconds later capped
a 10-0 run in a 2:20 span.
"Jennings was a very big factor in the first half," Warriors
coach Don Nelson said.

which put up 233 yards at Richmond, dented the Tennessee State
secondary for just 41 yards on a
Lewis-Butch Mosby effort of
3-for-17 and two interceptions.
"Our passing game has got to
come off our running game,"
Mahoney emphasized. "We just
can't drop back and throw it.
We're not a good passing team."
A first quarter interception by
freshman linebacker Chad Gann
gave the Racers the ball at the
TSU 31. The offensive threat
ended with a Taylor Colby punt
four plays and minus nine yards
later.
Freshman kicker Erik Lombard
got the Racers on the board first
with a 28 yard field goal in the
second half. TSU made it 7-3
when Wade danced around the
left end for an eight-yard score.
TSU-went up 13-3 in the third
quarter with Moye's five-yard
TD run.

II A la Montana...
quarter and a 24-21 lead.
FROM PAGE 8
Buccaneers 20, Bears 17
overtime
into
3:15
kick
18-yard
Tampa Bay's five-game losing
to end it.
ended when Kevin Butler
streak
Rams 27, Cowboys 23
a 34-yard field goal with
missed
Dallas' streak of 11 straight
left. The Buccaneers
second
one
home wins and Los Angeles'
at halftime at
20-0
led
(4-6)
string of 12 consecutive road losdirected
Testaverde
Vinny
home.
_ ses stopped when Aikman threw
Bay's
Tampa
on
drives
scoring
two incompletions into the end
later
and
possessions
three
first
-zone to end the game.
Ron
to
pass
113
12-yard
a
threw
The Cowboys (8-2) went from
Hall.
their 23 to the Los Angeles 14 in
Chargers 14, Browns 13
the final seconds, but Aikman
Stan Humphries' 45-yard
couldn't connect. Cleveland Gary
pass to Anthony Milltouchdown
ran for 110 yards and two toucher with 2:05 left put San Diego
downs for the Rams (4-6) and ahead, and the defense preserved
37 the victory by forcing Eric MetJim Everett completed 22
passes for 244 yards. ,
calf to fumble. The result in
Oilers 17, Vikings 13
Cleveland left both teams at 5-5.
Moments after Moon left with
Falcons 20, Cardinals 17
a broken arm, White scored to lift
Norm Johnson kicked a 35-yarHouston (6-4) over Minnesota.
d field with 50 seconds left and
The Oilers moved 80 yards for
Atlanta won at home. Billy Joe
the winning score, and avoided Tolliver, who had thrown two TD
their first three-game losing passes to Andre Rison, threw an
streak in six seasons. Moon left interception and lost a fumble in
with a fractured upper arm after the second half. He was pulled
he scrambled 5 yards for a first with 4:22 left and the score tied
down at the Vikings 21.
and exchanged words with coach
Packers 27, Eagles 24
Jerry Glanville on the sidelines.
Chris Jacke kicked a 41-yard
Steeiers 17, Lions 14
field goal on the final play of the
Bubby Brister, playing for the
game and Green Bay got past vistime this season, threw a
first
iting Philadelphia. Randall CunTD pass to Tim Jorden
1-yard
onea
from
ningham, returning
game benching, led the Eagles to with 2:50 left as Pittsburgh raltwo touchdowns in the fourth lied at Three Rivers Stadium.

a

nessee clinched at least a tie with
Cincinnati 17, UK 13
Cincinnati's 17-13 victory its pasting of Morehead State in
Saturday night did more than just Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Eastern III. 28, WKU 7
end Kentucky's 47-year unbeaten •
In Charleston, Ill., Edson Casstreak against the Bearcats. It
became a defining moment for tillo ran for 211 yards and a
touchdown to lead Eastern Illiboth schools.
nois (5-6) past Western Kentucky
MTSU 70, Morehead 0
(3-6).
Meanwhile, No. 5 Middle Ten-

REB ARD

II Racers...

•No Richmond Magic...
FROM PAGE 8
said of the touchdown run."Now,
the defense has to rise up and
stop them and not give them a
score."
Tennessee State drove 75 yards
on the very next possession but
missed a 21-yard field goal. Murray punted the ball away on its
next short possession and TSU
then put the game out of reach.
Germany, who had seen action
in only three games prior to
relieving Wade, rushed three
times on the next drive for 26
yards and completed one pass. He
capped the drive with a one-yard
sneak to give TSU a 19-10 lead
and the ballgame.
"It's a very frustrating loss,"
Mahoney commented. "That was
a team we could've beaten.
They're not that good.
"We had their two most
dangerous weapons (Wade and

first of a school record-tying four
TDs, this one a five-yard
scamper.
Louisville 31, Pitt 16
After yet another disaster of a
game for Pitt, coach Paul Hackett
glanced at a statistics sheet, did
some quick calculating, then said,
"This one got away from us."

Chiefs 35, Redskins 16
Dave Krieg passed for 304
yards, 232 of them in the first
half as Kansas City (6-4) took a
28-0 halftime lead. The Super
Bowl champions closed to 28-16
in the fourth quarter at Arrowhead Stadium, but no closer.
Jets 17, Bengais 14
New York, trying for its first
shutout in 10 seasons, blanked
Cincinnati until the fourth quarter. Boomer Esiason got the Bengals (4-6) back in it, but their last
drive stalled at midfield in the
final seconds.
Raiders 20, Seahawks 3
Jay Schroeder completed 10 of
23 passes for 108 yards and one
touchdown. Eric Dickerson
scored on a 1-yard run and Jeff
Jaeger kicked two field goals.
Broncos 27, Giants 13
At Denver, Elway drove the
Broncos to two quick touchdowns
before leaving the game in the
second quarter.

FROM PAGE 8
had 15 points and seven rebounds
for the Gold. Junior Jerry Wilson
pumped in 23, Tony Bailey finished with 12, Lawrence Bussell
13, Cedric Gumm 5, Jeremy Park
3, and Bo Walden 2.
Tonight, the Racers host BC
Optimizam in an exhibition game
which begins at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
Edgar's starting lineup will be
chosen from Saturday night's
Blue team after an agreement
made -before the game.
"We told the kids that we'd
select a starting lineup from the
winning team," the second-year
coach explained. "We will platoon freely and I hope our
defense and transition offense
will wear them down."
BC Optimizam of Postojna,
Slovenia brings a 1-1 record into
tonight's game. They defeated
Lincoln University 85-83 on
Saturday night.
On Wednesday, the Racers will
open the 1992-93 season at Indiana for a first-round game of the
Preseason NIT. Tip-off is set for
6:30 p.m.
Former Racer standout Popeye
Jones was an honorary coach for
the Gold team Saturday night.
Jones, a svelte 251 pounds, is
home during the Italian League's
All-Star break.

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance cornpaniee
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.
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Warn
Orlando
New Jersey
Boston
Pteladelphia
Washington

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
4 1
3 2
3 2
3 3
2 4
3
5
Central Divklion
5 1
4 2
3 2

Pct.
800
600
600
500
333
250
167

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALJST

the floor well. She's a proven
winner," Breazeale said of the
Marshall County grad who's
expected to take over for the
departed Julie Pinson. Parker will
be the Lady Racer's #2 guard.
"We're going to have to be
more patient and not force
things," Breazeale said. "Plus our
rebounding and the depth at point
guard is a question mark."

Vinyl and Aluminum Sicing
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports-Patio Enclosures
*CertainTeed
'Wolverine
'Alcoa
'Reynolds
'Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh. Owner
P 0 Box 1064, Murray. KY 42071
(502)753-0280

'92 DODGE
CARAVAN SE
V6, automatic. Olt, cruise, power windows/
locks. AM/FM stereo and lots Mae. Program van with only 14.731 miles. Balance of
7/70 available

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTWOODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-6448

RACER BASKETBALL

Off/7
•scr"
eon

.._
411,
11t
••••--

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON!
THEY MAY CALL IT HAYFEVER, BUT
YOU CALL IT MISERY.
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

THE ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.

DEFrHANE
Clear Polyurethane
Interior.
Exterior.
Durable — used on U.S. Space Shuttles.
Tough — outlasts varnish 3to 1. Seals
and finishes. Resists abrasion, marring,
weather, alcohol and other household
chemicals. Can be applied over old finish
or paint. In Gloss or Satin.

24
21.
34

Jane Rogers Insurance

°EFT

Alm NON"

08

633
667
600
500 2
2 3 400
2 3 400 7,4
2 4 333 3
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct. GIS
3 2 600
Utah
'A
2 2 500
Houston
1
2 3 400
PAnnesota
I
3 250 1'4
Dallas
4 200 2
1
Denver
1
4 200 2
San Antonio
Pecifle Divided
4 0 I 000 —
Portland
4 01.000 —
Seattle
1
3 1 750
Phoenix
1
4 2 667
Sacramento
3 3 500 2
LA Laker,
2 4 333 3
Golden State
2 4 tan

Chicago
Mediums
Indiana
Cdreland
Atlanta
Donal
Charlotte

II Shelton's 39.••
FROM PAGE 8
•-in double figures each night."
In addition to Shelton's 39,
freshman forward Stephanie Gray
had a solid game for the Blue
team hitting 4 of 9 from the field
and 5 of 6 from the free throw
line for 13 points. She also added
4 rebounds.
"Stephanie Gray is going to be
an outstanding player, she's so
versatile," Breazeale said of the
Mayfield graduate.
Junior guard Allison Gallimore, a former walk-on, added
10 points for the Blue team and
grabbed 9 rebounds. Center Kristi
Haberer's 11 boards led the Blue
team.
The inside duo of 6-4 senior
center Mechelle Shelton and 6-3
freshman Amy Lassiter wrecked
havoc on the Blue team for the
Gold squad, as the duo combined
for 18 points and 22 rebounds.
"I was really pleased with the
combination of Michelle and
Amy," Breazeale said of the duo
as Shelton had 12 points and a
game-high 13 rebounds.
As good as the frontcolirt was
for both teams, both Rechelle
Cadwell and Jennifer Parker had
a tough night from their point
guard positions. Cadwell shot a
dismal 0 for 14 from the field and
ended the night with 3 points,
while Parker could connect on
just 1 of her 15 attempts.
"I though Recelle ran and read

400 190 206

LA Rams

NFL

4 -1

4 a

-11

msu vs. BC OPTINIIZAM
(Exhibitiorr Game)

7:30 p.m. Tonight
at Racer Arena

753-7451

Coast to Coast

HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Central Shopping Center
753-8604

Call 762-4895

DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT - 800-756-4AIR

Open 7 Days A Week To Savo You!

For Ticket Information

•
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Freeway on the way?
Long-sought freeway may extend through west Kentuc
By BOB LEWIS
Associated Press Writer

OAKLAND CITY, Ind. —
Nevelyn Teague can look out the
display window of Peal's menswear store to several dark and
empty storefronts along Main
Street and remember when business was brisk.
It's a coal town way off the
main roads where many villagers
believe a freeway project due to
start in 1996 will bring back jobs
and prosperity, while others worry it might take away what little
remains.
"We talk among ourselves
sometimes and hope that maybe
it'll help bring something in here.
There's just got to be something,
some kind of break," said
Teague, who has seen trade taper
off over the decades she's worked as a clerk at Peal's.
Interstate 69 might provide
such a break to Oakland City and

scores of other towns in some of
the nation's poorest areas if it
follows its proposed route from
Michigan to Texas, economic
development professionals say.
Backers contend 1-69 could
eventually link Canada and Mexico, and become a vital trade corridor if those two countries and
the United States ratify the North
American Free Trade Agreement.
The freeway now extends from
Port Huron, Mich., through
Detroit to Indianapolis. Congress
in 1991 designated construction
of the highway a priority from
Indianapolis to Memphis, Tenn.
The Senate Transportation
Appropriations Subcommittee
voted in June to make the entire
route of the interstate, from
Indianapolis to Houston, a
priority.
Last week, some 70 business
and government leaders from
Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana

and Texas met in Memphis to
form the Mid-Continental Highway Coalition to lobby for the
interstate.
Only Indiana has allocated
money and established a starting
date: Construction will begin in
1996 near Evansville on the
southern one-third of the $I billion, 130-mile span that will link
southwestern Indiana with
Indianapolis.
Other states, however, are less
focused on 1-69 but eager to learn
more about it. Kentucky's
lieutenant governor, Paul Patton,
heads the state's Economic Development Cabinet and has several
freeway proposals on his mind.
"Because of Kentucky's centsallocation, we are in a good position to attract industry. But
almost invariably, they want to
be on an interstate," Patton said.
In Kentucky, no matter what
route 1-69 takes it will pass by
towns which — like Oakland

City — have suffered from the
downturn in demand for the highsulfur coal that once provided
abundant mining jobs and good
paychecks.
But Patton is determined that
Kentucky get a share of the proposed Interstate 66, a new transportation corridor that would
accommodate trains and fiberoptic communication trunks in
addition to automobiles.
Arkansas hopes the election of
its governor, Bill Clinton, as
president will end 30 years of
often fruitless efforts to extend
interstate highways into vast
areas now accessible only by a
web of two-lane roads. 1-69
would likely dissect southeastern
Arkansas, the state's poorest region, before dipping into northeastern Louisiana to Shreveport.
"That portion is the poorest
part of our state, but most anywhere you put an interstate in
Arkansas, it would be an enorm-

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross Insurance
Agency

ous economic benefit," said Ark- way. Environmental impact stuansas Industrial Development dies have caused delays for the
Commission Director David project.
Harrington.
Teague, 68, said the freeway
Retired farmer David Graham
will probably be completed too
of Washington, Ind., one of six late for her to see it benefit
vice presidents for the multi-state Peal's. But Ralph Ewin, 34,
coalition, said improving the eco- hopes his Western Auto store a
nomy in towns such as Oakland few doors down Main Street see
City is the key to gathering sup- some good come from 1-69.
port for the interstate.
"Hey, it can't hurt any. Just
"You draw a line from Indialook,"
he said of the vacant
napolis to Houston and look at
the economically depressed areas buildings and nearly empty
you touch," Graham said. "Look streets. The highway might entice
what it covers: western Kentucky, new factories to Oakland city and
western Tennessee, then northern the new jobs would make retailMississippi, and that's about the ing vibrant once again, Ewin
most economically depressed said.
Jim Parker of Parker's Rexall
area in the country."
Drug
Store wasn't so sure.
Opposition to the project in
Indiana has come from landow"Some say you got to have the
ners and environmentalists who roads to get the factories. Some
say protecting southern Indiana's say you got the have factories to
wetlands and limestone deposits 4et the roads," he said. "I don't
near Bloomington and Bedford know, but you can see we need
supersedes the need for the high- something."

Sorghum making is
vanishing tradition

e:14,07„
• 'lit_

the end of October.
"A lot of hard work goes on
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
during the week nobody sees,"
6th & Main
753-0489
Nancy Willis said as she removed
FALLS OF ROUGH, Ky.(AP) blades from a sorghum cane.
— Rodney and Nancy Willis love
Since starting their sorghum
having visitors. They even go as operation, the Willises have made
far as to put out signs to point the an effort to be traditional and
way.
For Your Comenience NOVt ()ttc r
show people how it was made in
Recently they welcomed 65 earlier days.
people to their farm in BreckinThey use a tractor to run the
ridge County.
grinder that removes the juice
The visitors come for a chance from the cane, but they also have
Wayne Williams (right), president of the Murray Civitan Club,
Dail % NIonday - Friday
to see a vanishing country tradi- a mule and grinder that they use
presents Dr. Willis Johnson v,ith a plaque recognizing his service
Ship Weekly & Save mone
tion — sorghum making.
to the club during 1991. Johnson, an assistant professor of educato show people how it used to be
UPS
The Willises have been at it for done.
%I-I 9 am.- S p.m. Sat. 4 a.m. 7 p.m. Sun I. p.m.
tion at Murray State University, has served twice as the club's
about six years now.
1114 tv-11 N.
4 11 !link Plata
president.
753-2350
During the week Rodney Wil"She wanted to see if I could lis generally wears a work
shirt
still do it like I did as a teen- and pants and Nancy
Willis
ager," said Rodney Willis, a wears jeans.
But don't expect
retired school bus mechanic. them to
wear work clothes when
"It's her hobby."
visitors come on weekends.
That hobby brings visitors to
"I wear old bibbed overalls
.,
.
their farm to watch the sorghum- and an
,
,
old country shirt," he
making process, starting just after said. "She
wl I 1 1 , \ )RJedclon
wears a long dress."
Labor Day and continuing until
Initially the Willises had
(
,
planned to make sorghum just for
Prices Good Till November 21, 1992
themselves and a few others. But
it has grown beyond that.
"Each year it gets a little big1989 Chevrolet Caprice Brougham
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
THE
GENERATION,'
NEW
ger
and a little better," Nancy
leather,
loaded
miles,
42,000
fully
White exterior with black
Willis
said.
OF
CERAMIC
FURNACES
$9,673.58
$21,923.43
.
18,000 miles
Visitors can get a free sample
of the sorghum. Inside a rustic
1989 Buick LeSabre
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
shop adjacent to the cooking
Maroon with burgandy cloth, fully
Carmine red with burgandy leather,
area, guests can buy the sorghum
$7,802.63
loaded
$22,484.83
10,700 miles
along with sorghum popcorn,
1989 Ford Crown Victoria
1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville
cookies, chewy bars, suckers and
1 owner, full power, new car trade.. _
Lt. sapphire blue with dark blue
fried pies — all made by Nancy
Willis. A book of her recipes is
$7,964.28
leather, 20,000 miles $21,634.43
also available.
1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency
The Willises belong to the
V-6 engine, full power, 13,000 miles. .
Leather interior, all the buttons, 51,000
state sorghum association, which
$12,360.82
only has about 12 to 15 represen$7,838.53
miles.
tatives, Rodney Willis said.
1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
1987 Dodge Daytona
"We go to any association
Four door sedan, full power, 10,000
60,000 miles, 1 owner, 5 speed, sport
meeting we can find to find out
$13,333.42
miles
what people have to say," he
$2,983.56
coupe
said.
1992 Chevrolet Corsica LT
1986 Cadillac Brougham
But fewer people are making
V-6 engine, automatic, maroon,
the
amber-colored sweet syrup.
DeElegance
$9,348.62
18,000 miles
The Willises said there are rea1 owner, new Cadillac trade in
1992 Chevrolet Cavalier AS
sons for that — sorghum making
$6,634.98
Four door, automatic, under 1,000
is not profitable and it requires
manual labor.
$9,607.68 1986 Chevrolet Monte Carlo
miles
To make sorghum, the juice is
blue
with
light
blue
miles,
72,000
1991 Cadillac Brougham
pressed out of the cane and then
$3,986.53
cloth
5.7 liter, V8, white with burgandy
cooked over a fire to evaporate
leather, 1 owner, locally owned
part of the juice, leaving only the
—
—
$19,386.4
syrup. During the process, it has
1992 Dodge Dakota LE
to be stirred and skimmed.
1991 Nissan Sentra E
16,000
The Willises generally make
engine,
Short
V-6
wheel
base,
Automatic, cassette, two door, 25,000
about 200 gallons each year.
$9,863.42
miles
$7,863.58
miles
Their favorite sorghum cane variAstro
Chevrolet
1989
ety
is umbrella tip. They grow
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
V-6, tilt & cruise, 37,000 miles
•
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY
their
own seed because that varieleather,
blue
sapphire
with
blue
Lt.
ensures maximum heat, comfort, economy to save energy
$9,868.72
ty is not available in stores.
$19,368.52
30,000 miles
•100% CERAMIC ELE4fEJV7S
1989 Chevrolet Suburban
1990 Chevrolet Corsica LT
provide instant heat, maintain a constant temperature for safer heat
39,000 miles, 1 owner, 6.2 liter diesel,
By LAURA SKILLMAN

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick-Up

Subscribe!

1

Read the classifieds

AVA
VAV

if

L3( IMF( )RT-PL1 JR

CeramicFurnace

TRUCKS

37,000 miles, automatic... $5,968.93
1990 Ford Taurus GL
V-6 engine, full power, 1 owner. .......
$7,669.70
1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Full power, V-6 engine, 1 owner
$8,468.53
1989 Dodge Daytona
46,000 miles, automatic, red with grey
$6,442.43
cloth

$11,968.22
sharp
rsion
1988 Chevrolet C20 rVan
sOk--9dual,A/C, 33,000
35
milt. _
Sharp
198/ Dodge Dakota LE 4X4
Two tone paint, 58,000 miles, V-6
$6,468.83
engine.

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

.p
CHEVROLET
Gee.

Rs
,
.
PP

600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

..
"Oldsmobile

for Faster, Safer
More Economical
Heat

• 1,500 WA77S OFPOWER
heat and circulate over 50 cubic feet per minute

•AUTOMA17C 77IERMOSTAT
maintains desired temperature

•SAFER HEATING
with no fumes, fuel, flame or red hot coils

•5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
13IelL
7r IPtre
SA

$88.95
Available at

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

763-2571

or 753-4110

Dozens attend
ceremony honoring
Vietnam war dead
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Several dozen people paid their
respects to Kentucky's Vietnam
War dead during a ceremony
Saturday.
About 50 people gathered at
the Kentucky Vietnam Veterans
Memorial for the ceremony dedicated to the 1,068 Kentuckians
who either died in the Southeast
Asian war or are still listed as
missing in action.
Janice )(Ammerman of Cynthiana placed flowers on the etched
name of her friend Kenneth Gilliam, who was killed in action.
"I come every year and put
flowers on his name," she said.
Vietnam veteran John Bates of
Frankfort said, "It's timc to get
things over with and start anew."

•
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broken for monument

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Veterans from the United States,
South Korea, Canada, the Philippines and England were among
about 500 people who gathered
on a hill overlooking the ocean to
break ground for a memorial to
Korean War combatants.
The $4 million bronze monument, honoring soldiers from 22
nations who fought for the United
Nations, is expected to be finished by the end of 1993.
The International Korean Veterans Memorial will go up next
to the Korean Friendship Bell,

given to the United States by
South Korea, at Angels Gate Park
in San Pedro about 25 miles
south of downtown Los Angeles.
The 1950-53 war pitted United
Nations troops against North
Korean and Chinese forces. It
began when Communist-ruled
North Korea invaded South
Korea.
About 580,000 U.N. and South
Korean troops and 1.6 million
Communist troops were killed,
wounded or reported missing
along with thousands of civilians.

Two New Services For Your Convenience
Let us better serve you. While
you wait for your prescriptions,
we will send your packages via the
United Parcel Service or FAX
Important documents or letters to
their proper destination.

x

BIN Bakal's.
753-7581

(502) 753-4190

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
(.1(11(1.1k

15 !unit!,
flours: Nion.-1-ri. 9-7; Sat 9-5:30

/
Hal Naace-Broker
753-7955

David Morris
759-4960

1103 Northwood Drive

4I

Teens allegedly kill
friend's brother
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) — An
8-year-old boy killed in his home
apparently was stabbed to death
during a robbery by three teenage acquaintances, police said.
"We are not calling it torture
— yet," said Sgt. Dennis Luca, a
police spokesman.
Third-grader Melvin Ancheta
was home alone with a cold Friday when the attack occured, said
Sgt. Dennis Luca, a police
spokesman.
The boy apparently was taken
from room to room during the
ordeal, police said. His mouth
was taped shut and he was
beaten.
The body was discovered about
3:30 p.m. by the victim's
I4-year-old brother, who ran to
tell a neighbor, Mary Ruiz. She
covered Melvin's body and called
police.
Her 18-year-old son, Richard,
and 15-year-old stepson, as well
as a 16-year-old friend, were
arrested Saturday. The exact
charges against each were not
released pending arraignment.
"They were friends of the victim," said police Lt. Mike Miceli. "They knew the whole
family."
Richard Ruiz told the San Jose
Mercury News in a telephone call
from jail that he had no part in
the killing.

30°/0 OFF

30% OFF

25% OFF

ALL LADIES SUITS $100 & UP

BALI', WARNER'S!, MAIDENFORM & VANITY FAIR' LINGERIE
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Police shoot, kill
Somerset man
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
Police officers shot and killed a
Somerset man after he fired a pistol at them following a two-hour
standoff, Somerset Police Chief
David Gilbert said Sunday.
Pulaski County Coroner J.B.
Morris said Darius Marcum, 37,
died of multiple gunshot wounds
Saturday night. An autopsy was
conducted Sunday in Lexington.
According to Gilbert, police
attempted to end the standoff by
firing tear gas into Marcum's
apartment. About 30 minutes
after the tear gas was used, Marcum came out firing at police as
he stepped through the door, he
said.
Gilbert said two Somerset
officers with shotguns returned
two rounds each. He did not
identify the officers.
The incident apparently began
when a resident of the apartment
complex complained about loud
music coming from Marcum's
apartment. The resident told
police that when he complained,
Marcum came out brandishing a
pistol. Police officers advised the
resident to swear out a warrant
and left, Gilbert said.
But about an hour later a
woman flagged down a patrol
officer and said. that shots had
been fired in Marcum's apartment. The officers went to the
apartment, where gunfire was
exchanged. The standoff began
after police fled the apartment
and called for assistance, Gilbert
said.
Somerset police and Kentucky
State Police are investigating.

WHITE SALE

Stafford' Statforg• Executtve. Van Heuser
30% OFF When ,or buy 3 or more shirts

BLANKETS, PILLOWS,
SHEETS. SHOWER CURTAINS & BATH MATS

25% OFF
20% OFF
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33% OFF
20%TO
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BUY MORE - SAVE MORE
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS FROM:
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Professionally Cleaned
In Your Hosea
Inquire about our other services:
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning,
Wood Floors • Restoration Services
Call 759-1707
for • FREE estimate.
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Don't Hospice programs recognized
throw
I Me
Away

I'm Recyclable'
9°;i3N,•
In

Sinee 1851

President Bush has designated
November as National Hospice
Month. This recognition spotlights
the mission of Hospice to provide
dignified care for the terminally ill
and their families and recognizes
the healthcare professional and volunteers who embody this concept.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital began organizing an alj-volunLeer Hospice program in 1980 and
was the first Kentucky hospital to
apply for and receive a Certificate of
Need for a hospital based Hospice
service. Hospice provides physical,
psychological, social and spiritual
care to dying patients and their
families.
Using a team approach to care,

Hospice involves doctors, nurses,
social workers, lay people, and
clergy to support the patient in his or
her home setting.
MCCH Hospice has assisted over
200 families in Murray and Calloway County since its inception.
About 20 devoted volunteers help
carry out some of the services aimed
at improving the quality of life for
Hospice patients.

Any Calloway Countian with a
terminal illness can be accepted into
Hospice regardless of age, race or
financial circumstance. If you are
interested in more information,contact Hospice Director Nancy Rose,
R.N., at ext. 389.

Stock Market
Report Two killed in van collision
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

'Price

Chg

-864
Dow Jones hid. Avg.
DJIA Previous Cion....-3233.03
Air Products-..-.........48% +
A T & T-.-.-.--.-.-.-..46 • N
+
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Briggs & Stratton..-- 491/2 - N
1
4
+/
Dean Foods .........25'/4 • 314
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Fisher Price -.----...211/4 - Vs
+
Ford
General Electric..-.-.-Wis - 1/4
General Motors-.-.-..313/s + 1/4
+ 1/4
1
4+
Goodyear -....-.-.-.---70/
+ 1/2
IB
Ingersoll Rand-....-...303/s - 1/s
+ Vs
K Euergy.-.--.-.-. 273/s +
- 1/s
Kroger
L G & E.......---.--333/4 • 1/4
3
4+
McDonalds -.---.-.--46/
+ 3/s
J.C.
/
4B 321/sA
Peoples Firsts.-.... 313
3
4 - 1/5
Quaker Oats...----...67/
unc
Sears .......-.-......-....--W/o 1/4
+ 1/4
Time Warner..-.-.-.-271/1 - 1/4
+ 1/4

'ttillIard Lyons If a market maker In this stodt.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Walter's Mt
Pharmacy
Will Ship
Your
Packages

via

UPS
Computerised Skipping Service

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
4.1.1. NaraEL Lyra hc • Mole NYtE

TIPTON, Ind. (AP) - Two
people were killed and 12 injured
when a nursing home van collided with a car at a road construction site, authorities said.
The crash Sunday occurred in
southern Tipton County along a
stretch of U.S. 31 which had been

WC

Walter's
Pharmacy
519 S. 12th

753-7688

reduced from four lanes to two
due to construction.
The driver of the car and a
nursing home resident were
killed, and three people were hospitalized, said Jerry Veerkamp, a
spokesman for the Tipton County
Sheriff's Department.

WPSD Telethon
breaks record
for donations
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) The 36th annual Lions ClubWPSD Telethon of Stars
reached its goal an hour before
it was over and went on to collect a record -breaking
$521,861 Sunday.
Country singer Brenda Lee,
other celebrities and some of
the children who benefit from
the four-state telethon gathered
on stage to close the 15-hour
event by singing "Put a Little
Love in Your Heart."
Organizers had hoped to
collect $500,000. "A lot of
people thought we could be
down this year because of the
economy, but that didn't happen," Lion Ted Herpel said.
The previous record was
$492.493 collected by the end
of the broadcast in 1990. Herpel said the telethon usually
gets another $50,000 to
$60,000 after the telethon is
over.
The money will be distributed to Easter Seal centers in
western Kentucky, southern
Illinois and southeastern Missouri and community development centers in northwestern
Tennessee.

Obituaries
Mrs. Mary Mae Taylor
Mrs. Mary Mae Taylor, 82, Rt.
daughter, Mrs. Janis Devine and
1, Box 240, Puryear, Tenn., died
husband, Lanny, and one son,
Friday at 3:50 p.m. at Western
Harry V. Taylor Jr. and wife,
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Marie, Puryear, Tenn.; three sisBorn April 16, 1910, in Boyle
ters, Mrs. Ruby Lukacsek, Mrs.
County, she was the daughter of
Dorothy Kowalski and Mrs. Barbara Kurtex, all of Phoenix,
the late George W. Baker a
Pearl Burton Baker. Three siste
Ariz.; three brothers, James A.
also preceded her in death.
Baker, Lowell, Ind., Tom Baker,
Survivors include her husban ----/Griffith, Ind., and William Baker,
Harry Vernon Taylor; one Phoenix, Ariz.; five grandchil-

dren, Tiffany Devine, Tabitha
Devine, Jessica Taylor, Joseph
Taylor and Joshua Taylor.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. The Rev. Joe
Walker is officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White is pianist,
Burial .will follow in Green
Plain Cemetery.

Fred M. Garland
Fred M. Garland, 54, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, died Sunday at 7:15
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was owner of Southside
Barber Shop, Murray, and a
member of the Church of Christ.
Born Dec. 28, 1937, he was the
son of the late W.J. Garland and
Christine Smith Garland.
Survivors include his wife,

Mrs. Charlene Mohler Garland,
to whom he was married on April
8, 1955; one daughter, Mrs. Treasa Norsworthy and husband, Ken,
and one son. Craig Garland. Rt.
1, Kirksey; two grandchildren,
Will Travis Norsworthy and
Christopher Blu Norsworthy; two
sisters, Mrs. Charlotte McClure
and husband, Pearly, Rt. 4, Mur-

ray, and Mrs. Mary Sue Shultz
and husband, Curtis, Ashton,
W.Va.
Services will be Wednesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

R. Clifton Miller
R. Clifton Miller, 89, Rt. 2,
West Broadway, Mayfield, died
Saturday at 9:15 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired cabinet maker, he
was a member of First Baptist
Church, Mayfield, and of Mayfield Lodge #369 of Free
Accepted Masons, where he had
served as Past Master and Past
Deputy Grand Master.
Born Sept. 7, 1903, in Arkan-

sas, he was the son of the late
Givens Miller and Elizabeth Peel
Miller. One sister, Mrs. Monnie
Miller Hughes, also preceded him
in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Irene Lawson Miller; one brother,
Houston Miller, and one niece,
Mrs. Ann Jones, both of Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield.

The Rev. Bob Wilson will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Robert Pinner, Darrell Wray, Vester Moreland, Carlos Youngblood, George
Cook and Gene Burgess. Burial
will follow in Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).

Mrs. Novella Moore
Mrs. Novella Moore, 99, Rt. 4,
Murray, died Saturday at 4:50
p.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
She was a member of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Her husband, Walter Moore,
died March 16, 1956. Two sisters, Mrs. Grace Brandon and

Mrs. Edna Cunningham, also preceded her in death.
Born Sept. 21, 1893, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Dave Myers and
Pricilla Cooper Myers.
Survivors include several
nieces and nephews.
Services were today at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral

Home of Murray. The Rev. Jim
Alford officiated. Music was by
the Choir of South Pleasant
Grove Church.
Pallbearers were Terry Davis,
Reggie Coles, David Cunningham, Nelson Waldrop, Bobby
Vaughn and Larry Gooch.
Burial was in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.

W.G. Martin
W.G. Martin, 68, of P.O. Box
82, Hazel, retired plumber, died
Friday at 5:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Of Baptist faith, he was preceded in death by one son, Little
Gene Martin, and two brothers,
John Martin and Brown Martin.
Born Sept. 3, 1924, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Edgar Martin and Elizabeth Darnell Daniels,, His step-

father was the late Willis Daniels. City, and Allen Martin, Texas; 17
Survivors include his wife, grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
Mrs. Sylvia Conard Martin, to
whom he had been married for 41 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
years; four daughters, Mrs. Diane Funeral Home of Murray. The
James and Mrs. Phillis Ann How- Rev. James Garland will
er, Cheyenne, Wyo., Mrs. Delo- officiate.
ries Gardner, West Palm Beach,
Burial will follow in Parker
Fla., and Mrs. Tamela Martin, Cemetery.
Hazel; one son, Stephen WoodFriends may call at the funeral
rum, Pompano Beach, Fla.; two home after 4 p.m. today
brothers. Elbert Martin, Calvert (Monday).

A.B. Knight

A.B. Knight, 71, Rt. 1, Hardin,
died Sunday at 3:35 p.m. at his
-residence.
He was a member of Palestine
Methodist Church.
United
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Ten
Born May 16, 1921, in Trigg
former security guards say in a
lawsuit that the Beverly Hills County, he was the son of the
Hotel, controlled by the Sultan of late Sanford Knight and Gustie
Brunei, discriminated against Knight. He was also preceded in
death by several sisters and
them on racial grounds.
charges
lawsuit
federal
The
that Steven Hui, the hotel's director of loss prevention, discrimiMs. Helen Ruth Simser, 68, Rt.
nated against black security 6, Murray, died Saturday at 8:05
guards and mistreated Hispanics a.m. at her residence. Her death
and whites who protested about followed an extended illness.
the treatment.
She was a 1946 graduate
The guards contend they all Registered Nurse at Grace Hospiwere fired after they complained tal, Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
to the U.S. Equal Employment
Born July 9, 1924, in Ontario,
Opportunity Commission.
Canada, she was the daughter of

Former guards
file lawsuit

grandchildren.
brothers.
Survivors include his wife,
Services will be Wednesday at
Mrs. Ruth Rudolph Knight; three
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
daughters, Mrs. Barbara Dugger
Funeral Home of Murray. Burial
and Mrs. Peggy Hutchinson, Rt.. will
follow in Palestine
1, Hardin, and Mrs. Sondra MerCemetery.
rick, Rt. 3, Princeton; two sons,
Bobby Knight, Rt. 1, Wingo, and
Friends may call at the funeral
Terry Knight, Murray; eight home from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
grandchildren; three great- Tuesday.

Ms. Helen Ruth Simser

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

Mr. Gatti's
All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Buffet

2 $699
For

•I,unch i.n
'Good thru 11'19/92
•!
,
.ot good enth any other opens'

•lennor Only
'
Good thro I I t1W92
▪ No good wah any other opens]

J.
Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery

753_6656
Chestnut Street

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
Well explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. Well be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service 713 South Fourth St.

Graveside services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens. The Rev.
David Brasher will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements, but no visitation
will be scheduled.

George L. Smith
No services or visitation for
George L. Smith will be scheduled. Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Smith, 61, Hamlin, died
Friday afternoon at Murray-

HOG MARKET

'Hun present coupon when ordering
'Not good with any stair spacial
*Some number or toppings or lass
*Good thru 11/1942

Mr. Gatti's
All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Buffet

the late John Carson Simser and
Gladys McAlister Simser.
Survivors include two sisters,
Mrs. Jean Girard, Essex, Ontario,
Canada, and Mrs. Peggy Vincent,
Florida; three brothers, Jack Simser, Woodstock, Ontario, Canada,
James Simser, Florida, and
Ronald Simser, Dearborn, Mich.

Federai•State Market New, Streit. Nov. 16, 11412
Kentucky hocked Aria Hog Kirks. Report Iodides 3
IIWON. Matisse lowMao Ad.$56,OL 3541 MOTOWN•
Gigs .$S5 MOW 110.09 30 I. ill New
US 1-2 2311.1S• Ma.
$311.25.33.25
US 1-2 2111-214 5..
$36 73-35.25
LIS 13 1211-164 5..
531.13-311.75
US 3-4 366.274 lba
1377.211-311.15
Sews
US 1-3 276.350 lbs.
524-34-36.00
IA 1-3 346-454 lbs.
11224.541-36.51
LIS 1-3 4416.535 5..
1,36.54-21.04
In 1-3 525 sae mg
121.116-32.1111
LIS 3-3 3416-544 lbs.
S33.111134.50
Sown mostly S34.1514,51

Calloway County Hospital.
A retired machinist from General Motors, he was a Marine veteran of the Korean Conflict.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Kay E. Ball Smith.

Three die in twinengine plane crash
WAR, W.Va. (AP) - Three
people died when their twinengine plane crashed into a
remote wooded hillside, authorities said.
A witness said he saw the
Cessna crash about 7 p.m. Saturday, but the wreckage was not
discovered until Sunday afternoon, said Bob Fulton, a Federal
Aviation Administration spokesman in New York.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
(Xvnerc (;(4r,aki Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

Modern Facilities

763-6800

Family Considerations plans ire undertentten by United Family Life
Insurance Comptiny

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
TIRE

MASS NI TIN ILLA.
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
v.-iday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

010
020
025
030
040
050

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

070

Situation Wanted

090
100

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

660

Free Column

570

Wanted

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Business Opportunity
Instruction

110

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree lora claim serv,ce.

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
...p

Nuttedalup7
,
,00
Present
WELCOMED

VrTINIAM

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR TRAILER TRAN1110 CENTERS
MANOR.T

1-800-334-1203
Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car
Lowest rates In
town

ARE you suffering from league, stress, overweight,
high blood pressure, high
cholesterol, or sugar problems/ Want to take the
responsibility for restoring
your good health? Call
436-2000 to get a one-onone personal program just
for your needs
00
In
Memory

In loving memory of Charles T.
Miller, born Dec. 9,
1920, died Nov. 16,
1978.
It is so lonesome
here without you.
There is such an
empty space for we
can never hear your
footsteps or see
your smiling face.
Your resting place
we visit and put
flowers there with
care, but no one
knows the heartache when we turn
you
and leave
there.
You have a special place in all our
hearts.
Faye, Kathy,
Linda, Marylee
& Shirley

753-6910
NlierimaNe
Repair -

\Ds
Ward Elkins
753-1713
BR

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74-8 1 1 9,
Tues
1-800-649-3804.
NO hunting on the farm of
Obera Newsome, requested by her son Rodney
Newsome
PLAN your Christmas party
at Pizza Magic, Aurora Call
or
4 74 8 1 1 9
1 BOO 649-3804 for available dates and details
02c

Pomona's
ADOPTION Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
to give love and a wonderful
future to your newborn All
legal, medical and living
expenses paid Let us help
you 1-800-643-3845

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Help
Wanted
AVON Representatives
needed, 10 positions available. no experience, new
career choice, opportunities earn cash now. Free
gift with appt Call immediately, 753-0171.

DISTRIBUTORS for all natural products, good money
and incentives Call
436-2000
DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:00pm. We are an
EOE. This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA.
HOUSE Inspectors. No
exp. necessary. Will train
Up to $800 wkly. Call
219-769-6649, ext. H-239,
9am to 9pm, 7 days.
PRECISION Transmission
needs experienced Fii&R
person Must have own
tools. Apply in person 200
N. 4th St., Murray

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

753-4199

For Sale Or Lease

Business Rentals
Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Hornell For Sale

300

150

130
For Sale
Or Trade
MAX AN,6 wheeler, land
or water, 16hp, lights, roll
bar Will trade for other ATV
or 4wd vehicle. Can be
seen at 102 Riviera Courts.
753-3663.
140
Want
To Buy
500 OR 1000 gallon propane tank Call 489-2741
leave message
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

SEWING lobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

100
Business
OPP0Ttunfill

25e per word $5.00 nunimur,15t
day. 5it per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper lilies. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide., $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
285

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

Roble
Homo Lots For Rent

JUKE box for sale and RCA
camcorder 759-9831
7arn-5pm

REMINGTON 30-06 with
scope 870 Remington
shotgun and Marlin 30-30
759-9831, 7am 5pm

1983 2BR with outside
building, stove and refrigerator, partially redecorated
Call after 4pm 753-7336

OVERSTOCKED on used
12 wines, all must go some
in need of repair Prices
starting at $1495 Also 10 s
14's and doubles Gateway
Mobile Homes Benton KY
Ph 527-1427

MOBILE Home Village
available now 575mo includes water Coleman RE.
753-9898

KODIAK wood stove, round
pedestal base, like new,
double front doors $1500
new, asking $500
753-8767

210
Firewood

LADIES diamond solitaire
gold ring. 7, carat, appraised $1300, sell for
$600. 753-5591 and leave

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

f71055898.

FIREWOOD, $20 rick, you
pick-up, Saturday, 8-5 only
436-5800

FIREWOOD 436-5598

1992 SOUTHERN Hospitality, 28x68, loaded, year
end clearance, 'Save
Thousands Gateway Mobile Homes, Ph 527-1427
2 SMALL mobile homes at
Neal Starks Motor Sales
437-4424

3BR 2 bath doublewide
only $975 down and
$20391 monthly No payWOOD for sale. $20 per ments until 1993 Total
rick you haul 759-1553
price $18,900 15 year financing Volunteer Homes,
Inc. Hwy 79E, Paris Tn
901-642-4466 'Check
Specials.
These
#220 14x52 $8,900.
PIANO tuning expert sec *220
vice and repair John #221 14x56 $9,900.
#200 14x52 $8,900
Gottschalk, 753-9600
All these like newl

LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121, Murray. 753-6981.
MOVING must sell. Executive desk, 2 years old, walnut finish, $1300 new,
$400 obo. Kirby vacuum
with shampooer, $150
753-8839.

20

PARKER Ford Lincoln Mercury has new heavy duty oil
barrels for sale $6 each
Call 753-5273

WOODEN door, 3 ft
num storm door Patio
drapes Mustang turbo
charger 753-7681

5% DOWNPAYMENT and
no payments until 1993
Miscellaneous
Come by and see our large
selection of new and preCHRISTOPHER'S COINS
owned homes Volunteer
now offers U S and foreign
Homes, Hwy 79E, Pans Tn
coins at Hoboes Coin and
901-642-4466
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray Our CUMMINGS Meter Poles
coins, proof sets, paper Specializing in mobile
currency and coin supplies home electric services 200
are available at Decades amp $375 100 amp $325
Ago (in Hazel) and at the 435-4027
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps and stamp sup- FANTASTIC Post Election
plies are featured along Sale! New 2 bedroom
with our coins and coin home only $619 down and
paysupplies at the Book Rack $159 55 monthly No
Total
1993
until
ments
CenShopping
(Dixieland
ter in Murray). We appraise price $11.995 10 year fiestates and are active buy- nanang Must seel Volun79E,
ers of coins and stamps teer Homes, Hwy
Paris Tn 901-642-4466
Call 502-753-4161.

DOUBLE upper bunk beds
759-9980 leave
$75
9ft
Madison
BRUNSWICK
pool table New $4,000, message
asking $1400 Excellent KING size waterbed, $150
condition 488-2336 after 436-5851
530
LAYAWAY now for ChristCONTRACTORS - mas. All furniture, bedding
Carpenters For sale, used and accessories discustom built kitchen ca- counted. We want to save
binets Entire kitchen is be- you money. See us before
ing remodeled and all ca- you buy Carraway Furnibinets and formica tops will ture, 105 N. 3rd. 753-1502
be replaced These ca
binets are high-quality, LAZY boy recliner, good
non-damaged Will sell se- condition. 753-2753 after
parate pieces or entire lot 5 30

300
Business
Rentals

WE sell good homes at fair
prices' Champion's #2 4 CAR dean-up shop ofice, paved lot, air
single lot dealership in
North America! Honest rep- 753-4509
resentation and depend- FOR Rent-Business Retail
able service Dinkins Mo- or Office Space in S Side
bile Homes Inc Hwy 79E Shopping Center
Pans TN 1-800-642-4891
753-4509 Of 753-6612
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
MOBILE home for rent on
large private lot 7 miles east
of Murray Call Linzy Beane
436-2582
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

VERY nice office suites
available in high traffic
area Furnished or unfurnished answering service
available Mur Cal Realty
753-4444

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109

,ire-,=10riiiiFirrr-e'=riaroilY;-5:
.
1 , g'--4ib
7

( LAND AUCTION))
SATURDAY, NOV.21,1992

PRIVATE Investigato
D.B A Confidential Invest
gations, Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite 0102
Murray, 753-2641

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, np rap. 759-1828

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
1991, 14x70, 2br, 2 bath
753-1893 ext 243

LARGE selection of
homes priced to sell
ins Mobile homes.
Hwy 79E, Paris,
1-800-642-4891

used
DinkInc,
TN.

NEW 16x70 Clayton, 3
bdrms, 2 baths. only
$17,900 5% down, low finanang, no payment until
Jan. 1993. Gateway Mobile
Homes, Ph. 527-1427

1000 A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

THE UGON CRAWFORD FARM
91 BEAUTIFUL ACRES±

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
6 MILES EAST OF MAYFIELD, KY.
FRONTING BACKUSBURG RD."HWY 464" TO
THE NORTH AND STOKES RD. TO THE WEST
LUILIAILIgAtE111

PLEASANT BEAUTIFUL ATMOSPHERE
BEAUTIFUL SCENIC WOODED AREAS

SELLING AT PUBLIC AUCTION
'70 ACRES ARE PRESENTLY UNDER CONTRACT 1
WITH ME CRP WITH FOUR YEARS REMAINING
WITH ANNUAL PAYMENTS OF $4,200.00

USED doublewide, been
completely remodeled,
asking $11,995 Make offer, must be sold at some
price. Ph 527-1427

Ili IEFITITA .44 1

11'141i i''lilt'.

15% DOWN DAY OF SALE, BALANCE DUE IN 30 DAYSI
JC

AR

R. CASH
JAMES
BROKEN
AUCTIONEER Er REAL ESTATE

FANCY FARM. KY - 502-623-8466

Dial-A-Service
)Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

753-9240
COOPER tires with mileage warranty. Lifeline
Classic 60,000 miles.
Monogram 50,000 miles
Trendsetters 40,000 miles
Warehouse Tire, 400 Industrial Road, Murray,
753-1111.
DOLL Houses, Barns and
Furniture Over 30 houses
and barns in stock 17,
miles off Hwy 121 on Cuba
Rd. Mayfield 247-5936
FISHER Grandpa wood
burning stove Call
436-2606

DIEM'S BARGAIN BIN

Henry County Medical Center
Tyson Ave., Paris, TN 38242
FAX (901) 642-7454

Tobacco Farmers

Lynn Grove
Feed a Seed, Inc.
Offers a complete line of.
-Soil-less Mixes
-Greenhouses
•OuLside Float Systems •Finishcii Plants
*Mini-Plugs

'There will be a 5% Discount on all
orders during the month of Nov.
1-800-831-3239
(502) 435-4415

We Dry Up Wet Basements...Permanently!
• Meson*. permanent Basement De Wilton.; System'. •nstsla a lust cos
• Our system car be eastly onstaled In both hrtsbect or onArushect basements.
• No outsde excavatxml or yard news, • Instased em any meson ,atn or show
Cad led.Y ter fro. Inspection L setirnsho

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture Ai
chances. and kasc Items
Use Our Layaway RatNow Renting Nintendo

.414

0.411intert ractree
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Commercial arid Residential • Licensed and Insur
Jamas C. Gallimore, Owner
Design Systems Group wha
Vou
are
in CUSTOM HORNING • a AudioNideo
sceeenrinig
502-759-1487
Vied ing
inataliation •• Home Automation
for?
Basement De-Watering Systems

7•1

Cow

Gentry Painting Co.

lob

A
THE Wicker Shop Antique
wicker repair, seat caneing
Antique wicker for sale
Custom hand -made
wicker 901-822-3019 Pal
mersville TN

Pharmacist
Immediate opening for part-time, PRN
pharmacist, possibly leading to full-time. Rotating shills. Some weekend work required.
Salary based on qualifications. Must hold
current Tennessee licensure.
For more information contact Beth Hannigan, Director of Pharmacy, (901) 644-8579.

•1-loat Trays

Reader Ads:

Mobile
Homes For Sale

3 LARGE office desks with WATER heaters, electric,
credenzas to match. 2 high round, double heating eleback office chairs on roll- ments, five year guarantee
ers 1988 Panasonic on glass lined tank Your
FP-1530 Genesis color on choice, 30,40, or 50 gallon,
color copier. U-haul tow $13999 Wailer Hardware,
Downtown, Pans
dolly 753-1970.
7',4 TON gas twin pack
high efficiency heat and a/c
unit. 753-1300, gam-6pm.
489-2116, 7pm- lOpm.
901-642-5300.

40% Discount 2nd Ran,
60% Discount 3rd Run.

Sports
Equipment

OLD gas, oil and coca cola
signs Pedal cars and tractors Old stone jugs with RIFLE, Savage 17 shot,
advertisements on them. $50 Atari video game sysABSOLUTELY Clean! Ex
Ask for Larry at 753-3633. tem with many games, $30
perienced, dependable
furni- Spring horse, like new,$20
cleaning service Home or USED and antique
tools, quilts Prices negotiable.
office. References Call ture, glass,
753-4744
901-642-6290
474-2262,
Kimberly White, 436-2569
TIRES, Tires, Tires New
CHILD Care in my home,
and used Warehouse Tire,
150
meals included. 474-8646
Articles
400 Industrial Rd. Murray,
753-1111
For SW*

WILL clean houses, experienced. References available. Call 527-0671.

270

200

Domestic
& Childcare

CLEANING Service. Will
do weekly and holiday
cleaning. Have references
Call 492-8238.

Horne 1.-cans

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads

Articles
For Sale

Computers
COMPUTERS Sales
Service, free set-up & training, home/office Hawkins
Research, 753 7001

070

$17,000 GETS YOU
TURN-KEY Automotive
distributor route Billing acEASY Work! Excellent Pay! counts $60,000 EstabAssemble products at lished 6 years Illness forhome Call toll free, ces sale Truck and inven1-800-467-6226, ext 8047 tory included. Call
ESTABLISHED restaurant 417-532-5133
in Murray has a part time BREAKTIME Billiards, loposition available Inter- cated in Dixieland Shopested persons please send ping Center, Murray, KY
a resume or a complete list Serious inquiries only.
of past work experience 759-9303, business hours,
including references to open 1pm daily or
P.O. Box 1040-V, Murray 442-2900 LuAnn Edwards,
Ky 42071
owner
FULL time assistant mana
WANT to own your own
ger and sales dark for wo- business/ Possible earnmons retail store Experi- ings minimum $50,000 per
ence preferred Benefits year 901 247 5444 after
available Send resume to 6pm
P0 Box 1040-U. Murray
KY 42071

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

Mobilo Homes For Sale

365
420

120

COMPUTER Technician.
Must be able to repair com- WOULD like odd jobs arputers and peripherals ound home or business
Must be proificient with Donations accepted, nonDOS and Windows. Net- profit organization
working experience helpful. 753-6231, no answer leave
Bring resume to MicroAge, message
314 Main, Murray
PARK Rangers. Game
wardens, security, maintenance, etc. No exp. necessary. For info. call
219-769-6649 ext. 7159.
8am-8pm.

270

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Display Ads

All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Period r
1 75 per column men extra far Tuesday(Shoat rig Guide)

NIERVIIANDISE
Computers
120 -For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Bey
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Horse Furnishings
160
_Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
180 ................. Sewing Machines
195......._
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240.
. Miscellaneous
260 .
T.V. & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

REAL ESTATE SALES

Mobile Homes For Rent

280

310
TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
Vans
Used Trucks 340
Campers
Boats & Motors 360

Help
Wanted

Personals

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
.. Services Offered

060

025

CANCER
INSURANCE

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

120
230
250
290
530

MISCELLANEOUS

EMPLOYMENT
060

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
' Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916
SERVI(•Es

FARMERS MAIIKEF

ANNOUNCE MEN Is
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALI,

DEADLINES
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WAITED

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

. o•
k
.el

Phone 435-4268
WAL Gentry
Rt. 4 So II ¶17A.

Ky. 42071

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100

Good Antique Dealers
Memory Lane
Antique Mall
Ken Tenn Road
South Fulton, TN
901/479-2004

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Ak
Septic Tanks. Sewers & Hauling
It An)time

759-4685

190
Fans
Equipment
JO tractor, 1020 diesel
52hp Good condition
753-9328

753-7588 753-6952
'All Types Of Pressure Washing & Steam Cleaning'
Free Essmates •At Work Guaranteed
Insured

KLEEN TEC
COMMERCIAL HOOD & VENT CLEANING
(502) 753-2848
1209 Krtavood Murray, KY
Terry Theeen_owner

Bud Stewart Route Maria er
•

Fog Sale Climbing deer
stand with seat $75 Also
colt commander 45 auto
$350 Call Max Witzler,
753 9094 after 6pm
GUNS, ammunition and
sporting goods ordered at
wholesale plus 10% Call
Max Witzler, 7539094 af
her firim

42671

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages,decks, porches, concTetc
Aork, chain link fences. Home maintenance

489-2303

Luke Lamb 436-2102

1-800-585-6033

Sports
EQuiPlIwill

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

BROTHERS
Commercial Waste LAMB
Quality Tree Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Disposal
Dependable • Reliable • Fast Service
All Types of Refuse Service

200

Poison
Control

P.O. Boa

Hours: 8-5 Sun.-Fri.
• ,co . K
I Ne

42076

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM efficiency apart- 2BR house, 4 miles from
,ent very near MSU, Murray Call 489 2390 after
.failable now Coleman 6cal
-E, 753-9898
314 RVAN, 2br, w/d hook:BR carpeting, drapes, ref, up, $275/mo , $200 depooishwasher, w/d hook-up, sit, no pets, references re-central h/a, $350/mo. De- quired 753-1059
posit required. No pets.
3BR, gas heat, $330/mo
753-9240.
and deposit 753-0095
2BR,du5lex on Stiary Ave.,
dead end street, ap- 4BR, 2 bath in Murray with
pliances furnished, w/d central heat and air. Availhook-up, carpeted, central able 12/1, $475/mo Call
h/a, no pets, lease and 442-3015 after 6pm
deposit required 753-7185
RENT or sell 10 room, 2
after 4pm.
bath, needs work, 1 acre.
2 OR 3br duplexes, central $250/mo. 307 N. 7th.
h/a, appliances furnished
642-5361 or 753-2475_
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
VERY nice 4br, 2 bath on
5 ROOM apartment or of- north 4th street $500/mo.
fice space, located at 703 S Lease and security deposit
4th St. see Carlos Black required 753-4109
Jr. Blacks
Black's Decorating
360
Center or call 753-0839
For Rent
Or Lease
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
is now renting. You
3BR, 2 bath house on Main
-lust be 62, handicapped,
St., available 12/15, single
c,r disabied. New 1 and 2br
family only, 1 year lease
Imits. 502-527-8574 for
minimum. Mur-Cal Realty,
more information. Equal
753-4444
Housing Opportunity.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
MUR-CAL Apartments now warehouses on Center
accepting applications for Drive behind Shoney's.
1, 2 and 3br apartments. $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
Phone 759-4984. Equal
NORTHWOOD storage
Housing Opportunity.
presently has units availNEW 2br duplex, carport, able. 753-2905 for more
appliances, gas heat, deck information.
$400/mo 753-7457
365
1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished
For Sits
apartments, nice, near uniOn....
versity. 3br house, 1604
Main St., central gas heat, 3BR, 2 bath condominium
aic, near campus, 753-3293 after Sprn
$450/mo. 753-6111 days,
753-0606 nights.
370
Livestock
1 AND 2 bedroom apart& Supplies
ments. All nice and clean
$200-$325, gas heat. HUDSON Company Sad
753-8767.
dies, Bridles & Horse sup
1BR furnished, close to uni- plies. 753-4545, 759-1823
versity and hospital. Some 753-6763.
Jtilities paid. Call 753-9101
360
ar 753-8756.
Pets

Supplies

NEW large 2br, utility room,
gas water heater/heat, low BULL Terrier puppy, AKC,
ublioes, appliances, depo- brindle and white, male,
sit, $380/mo. Call after $400. Paradise Kennels
502-753-4106.
5pm, 753-8828
TAKING applications for HAVE an obedient, safe
section 8 rent subsidized dog for show or home
apartments 1, 2 & 3 becl- Classes or private lessons
rcoms. Apply Hilldale Apts. Serving Murray for over
Hardin, Ky. or call 12yrs 436-2858
502-437-4113 EHO
PEG'S Dog Grooming
'VERY nice, clean, 2br, cen- 753-2915
tral hie, laundry hook-up, TWO breeding pair of
no pets. 641 South. Cockatiels and a pair of
492-8634.
Canaries. 753-7370.

BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales, Appraisals, Property
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD

DEVELOPER finishing
construction for Quail Run
Subdivision and anxious to
have home construction
Reducing lots *11,
started
gas
heat,
farmhouse,
2BR
off old Murray-Parts Road 12, 13 and 14 by $1,000/ea
$300/mo , $100 deposit Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222
753-0266
2,3 AND 4 bedroom homes
for rent, $375-$500 All nice
and clean 753-8767

Excellent location, quality home! Three bedrooms, central
gas heat, extra large lot, insulated outbuilding All in town
for only 567,000.00111

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12th St.

753-1651

Computers
Home or Office Computer on-site
Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems.

service and sales.

Hawkins Research

Call 10 AM - 10 PM
VISA / MasterCard accepted

753-7001
Christmas
Al The
.4.411r
a
Cabin
0.• •••111,

By Way
of the
Grapevine

Stop By For

"Christmas at
the Cabin"
Mon., Nov. 16th 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Everyone Welcome
--Refreshments Served121 So. to Old Salem Road

—

JUST Reduced! This large
commercial building has
been reworked, rewired
and reroofed. Vacant and
ready for your business.
605 Maple St. $48,500.
MLS *4392 Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222

4901

Used
Can
1975 CHEVROLET Impala, one owner, 70xxx actual miles, good condition
753-1977
1976 FORD Grand Torino,
new tires, battery, starter,
body good shape, runs
great, $650. 753-2953.

Property
ron, 4-door, white with blue
LAKE BARGAIN! 3+ interior, 19xxx miles. Call
ACRES-$7,900. Nicely after 5pm, 753-2486.

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights. City water, natural gas, cablevisoon, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest financing available.
753-5841 or 753-1566.
450
Fwats

For SSW
ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres, 9 miles west o
Hazel. lots of deer and
turkey, $35,000. 759-1701
d60

Homes
For Sale
10+ ACRES partially
wooded with creek plus
nice 3br home, just waiting
for you. Offered in Mid
$50's. MLS *4536. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
3BR, 2 bath, formal livingdining, den, new carpet and
vinyl Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. MLS *4430.
CANTERBURY, 3br,
bath, Ir, dr, hardwood,2 car
garage, privacy fence, fully
Landscaped. 753-5264.

1984 LINCOLN Mark VII,
good condition, high mileage, new tires. Was
$2900, now $2000.
436-2755.
1990 OLDS Cutlass Supreme, International Series
Sedan. HO quad 4, rare
5-speed, loaded, excellent
condition, 43K miles, dark
blue, $9800. 437-4449
leave message.
1991 MERCURY Sable, originally fist $14,000+, asking $9200 obo. 753-0973.

CAR Stereo installadon
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms.
SHARP 1985 Laser, one
owner, loaded, 4 wheel
drive, $4995. 1986 Cutlass
Calais, 2-door, loaded,
$2795. Over 20 cars and
trucks under $1,000. Neil
Starks Motor Sales, Hardin
Ky. 437-4424

Vans

•• •

1987 DARK blue Ford Pierester XL van. 84xxx miles,
$5100 or best offer.
759-1327.

NICE 2 yew home with 3 1990 JEEP Wrangler, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, garage wheel drive, 42xxx, air, p/s,
and deck. 5 miles east of tilt, excellent condition,
Murray on Bethel Church $7500 obo. 753-6380 leave
Road
753-3622 or message
753-7077.
510
REDUCED! Martin Heights
Subdivision, 1550 MockCompere
ingbird, 3br, 2 bath, sunken
•
den, ce/og, 2 car garage, 1989 SPORTMAN Highfenced `aackyard, 753-1362 liner truck shell Blue with
or 759-4116 after 5pm
full paint, very nice Phone
TOTALLY redecorated and 474-8672

Auto
SeMces
JOHN'S Auto and Truck
Repair Sun roofs. cruise
controls installed Cars
hand washed waxed Bur
gular alarms rear window
defrosters installed
474-885.5

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estimates
489-2303

COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
AL'S hauling, yard work,
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
tree removal, mowing Free
436-5560
estimates 759-1683.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
ANY remodeling, building,
and Cooling Service. Compainting, roofing. Referplete installation and serences. 759-1110.
vice . Call Gary at
APPLIANCE SERVICE 759-4754.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
DRYWALL, finishing, reWhirlpool. 30+ years expairs, additions and blowperience. BOBBY
ing ceilings 753-4761.
HOPPER, 436-5848
FENCE sales at Sears
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
now Call Sears 753-2310
Factory trained by 3 maior for
free estimate for your
manufacturers Most parts
needs
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted FRED'S Home Crafter
Ask for Andy at The Ap- Woodwork on sale. Displiance Works, 753-2455. played at University Tire,
1406 Main St. Ph.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
753-4994, 759-4675 Items
HILL_ Septic system, drivemade to order.
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work.
BACKHOE SERVICE.
436-2642.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace- GERALD WALTERS.
ment. 759-1515.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates. 18
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
years experience. Local reService. All work guaranferences 436-2701
teed. 753-1134.
GUTTERING By Sears'
BRYON'S Lawn Service is
Sears residential and comtaking orders for fall leaf
mercial continuous gutters
pick-up. 753-4591
installed for your specificaBULLDOZING, backhoe, tions Call Sears 753-2310
septic system. Call Horace for free estimate.
Sholar, 354-8161 after
KITCHEN CABINET RE4pm•
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain forCARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for mica, all colors. Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
motor homes, boats, RV's
Murray.
436-5560.
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent LICENSED for electric and
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664. gas 753-7203

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

HADAWAY Construction'
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small. 436-2052

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816.

SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs and remodeling,
roofing, room additions,
foundation work Free estimates No jobs too big or
too small CaN S&L Construction 753-3870 day or
night.

HAVE your carpet cleaned
during Nov or Dec arid we
will scotch guard living
room and hall free Horton
Carpet Cleaning 753-5625
or 753-0616.
HOME Improvement Specialist. Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures. 753-0280.

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763.

ii

.1

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

T.C. Dinh Repair and MainK B ASSOCIATES Gentenance. Electrical - Cleaneral construction, remodel- SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS, ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
ing, garages, decks, patios,
installation, repair, replace- Street 753-6111 office,
interior trim. 753-0834.
753-0606 after 5pm.
ment Backhoe service
ALLEN
759-1515
BRENT
THE
Gutter Co. Seamless
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry SEWING machine repair. aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, inChrisman, 492-8742.
Kenneth Barnhill.
sured. Estimate available
753-2674
759-4690.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning- WALT'S Mobile Home Reservicing $15; most repairs pair. Soundproofing, rubWE do windows, clean gut$35. New location Route 1, ber coating for roofs, flat
ters, paint Reasonable
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5, and metal roofs repaired
prices. 759-1225.
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
502-436-2776.

1

Contract Bridge

Famous Hand

South dealer.
squeeze might develop if the hearts
Both sides vulnerable.
were divided unfavorably. AccordNORTH
ingly,he played the king of hearts at
+63
trick five and the jack at trick six.
V A 98 4 2
Had Desrousseaux madethe nor•7 6 4
mal play ofcovering thejack with the
411. A 6 2
queen in order to promote his ten,
EAST
WEST
declarer would nodoubthavecontin+ 52
+984
ued by taking the ace and ruffing a
V Q 10 5
w 76 3
heart in his hand to bring in the
•Q J 10
•98 5 3
slam.
46Q 10 5 4 3
*J 9 7
Butinstead ofmechanically playSOUTH
ing the queen on the jack,
*AKQJ 107
Desrousseaux made the remarkable
KJ
play of the ten, confident that de•A K 2
clarer would notfinesse thejack,and
•K8
equallyconfidentthatdeclarer would
North East
South West
be unable to fathom West's holding
CHARLIE Davidson. All PAINT Jobs, $250 S&S
3V
2+
Pass
Pass
the
Q-10-x and failing to cover the
types of roofing and re- Auto Body Shop
Pass
Pass
4
jack with the queen.
3
pairs. Torch down rubber 759-1553
Pass
5V
Pass
Desrousseaux's ruse succeeded
4 NT
roofing 753-5812.
PARKING lot sealing, mi- 7*
admirably. Declarer put up the ace
CHIM Chlm Chlmnay nor repairing and restripOpening lead — queen of diamonds. and returned the nine from duarmy,
Sweeps has 10% senior ing. 436-2776.
This deal occurred in a pair game confidently discarding a diamond
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens. PLUMBING repairman with played in Cannes some years ago. when East followed low. West won
same day service. Call The star of the hand was Gerard the trick with the queen and South
435-4191
436-5255.
Desrousseaux, who has frequently went down one.
It is hard to blame declarer for
represented France in international
championships.
misguessing the actual heart divi1989 Chevy Silverado
Desrousseaux was West and led sion. Almost anyone would cover the
Sparkling meiallic blue/gray finish - 350 Fl the queen of diamonds against jack of hearts with the queen in the
engine with fun to drive 5 speed transmission. South's seven spade contract. De- given circumstances. When West
Chrome front & rear, dual mirrors, classy clarer won with the ace and drew played the ten on the jack there was
aluminum wheels with brand new XH4 Miche- three rounds of trumps,discarding a certainly a strong presumption that
he had started with the 10-5 rather
lin tires, wheel reveal moldings, side body diamond from dummy.
South's normal course of play at than the Q-10-5.
moldings, bed rails, 2 pc. running boards. P/S, this point was to try for a 3-3 heart
The hand goes to show that you
P/B, P/W, P/L, cruise, tilt wheel, AM/FM tape division by cashing the K-A and just can't trust anybody at the bridge
stereo,delay and mist wipers. A real sharp solid ruffing a heart in his hand, keeping table — especially if his name is
in reserve the possibility that a Desrousseaux!
high mileage truck for only $9,750.
Tomorrow: Always plan the play.

Horoscopes

1971 FORD pick-up, new
tires and wheels, runs, be
needs a little work Good
body. $1000. 753-0115 After 5pm 435-4547.

HOME for sale in quiet
street in older section of
town near Murray !Addle
School. Home totally rede- 1978 DODGE 4 wheel
corated and ready for im- drive, V-8, auto. trans., pb/
swb with topper, good
mediate occupancy, central gas heat, central tires, good truck, Must sell
electric cooling Property 436-5369.
also includes nice garage
1985 CJ7 JEEP hard top,
apt with 2 car garage Of$3800 or best offer. Please
fered at $75,000 Contact
call 762-6838 before 5pm
Bill Kopperud, Kopperud
or 436-2298 after 5pm. Ask
Realty, 753-1222
for Charlie.
NEWLY remodeled 4br 2
1988 CHEVROLET S-10
bath home on 1+ acres.
pick-up, swb, 4 cyl
Priced in mid $70's. Sun5-speed, air, Alpine casroom, deck and more. MLS
sette, 47,000 miles, great
*4428. Call Kopperud Reshape. $4300. 753-7237
alty, 753-1222.
1989 S-10 TAHOE, all exNEW on the market, older
tras, like new, 24xxx miles
home with lots of character
759-1503 nights.
Large lot in town, 2br, 1
bath, large kitchen, room to 1990 CHEVY Ext. Cab
expand upstairs $47,000 pick-up, white, tan interior,
753-9902
loaded. 759-1515.

dAn

Offered

sin

530

Services
Ottorsd

436-5483 after 5 p.m.

1976 DODGE Club Gab,
V-8, auto, ps/pb $900
753-7161

renovated 3 bedroom
home on 1 acre lot Located
between Murray and Kentucky Lake Attractive
home and attractive price
Just reduced to $62,500
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLS #4570

SWANS

ROLL bet tor Toyota pick- M
trimming and CARPET and vinyl installaup, new, primed, $125. yard TREE
mowing 436-2102 tion and repairs. Glen Bobor
4 9 2 - 8 298
ask for Paul
ber, 759-1247
901-247-5737.

MARINA/RESORT.
Located near Murray, Ky. 1982 MALIBU, $1200 obo
on Kentucky Lake, this fully
759-9980 leave message
operating resort features 7
cottages, owner/caretaker
home, 32 slip boat dock 1985 OLDSMOBILE Delta
and 6.2 acres of prime Royal, 4-door. Reasonable
lakefront. Contact Kop- offer considered. Nights
Realty, 753-3193.
perud
502-753-1222.
1986 GRAND Am LE,
PROPERTY for sale, small black, 4-door, grey interior,
or large acreage 489-2161 tilt, cruise, power windows,
power locks, air, auto.
after 6pm
trans., aluminum wheels
RE/MAX Properties Ltd. $4,000. Call 753-7975
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, days. After 5pm, 753-6885.
Bob Haley, Jean Bird BelAir Center. 502-753-SOLD, 1986 NISSAN Maxima, excellent condition, 2nd
1-800-369-5780
owner, new tires. $4850.
435
492-8684 after 4pm.
LA.
1988 CHRYSLER LeBa-

wooded lot w/deeded
access-Barkley Lake. On
county rd w/utils and protectrve covenants Perfect
for cabin near the lake
Financing.
Call
800-858-1323, Woodland
Acres, 8:30-8:30, 7 days.

530

Services
Offered

Real
Estate

Houses
For Rent

1004 MAIN, 2br, 1 bath
carpeted, stove refrigera
tor, freezer, central h/a, w/d
hook-up, no pets $360/mo
$300 deposit 759-1265

530

alp

3410

510
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny Br•ad)
753-5940
.r1.46
1t=liAL

APPLIANCE REP II
Service on all brands window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappen-Keivinator-Emerson.Brown

Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

'All Repairs Are

Steele•Allbritten, Inc,

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sd Hare Road. nem on Se Hare Road 1/4 KW*
orrc.nrilni orr
NON PVIOF
711/ PLIil C
OPI N
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

Services
Orland
Al TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
trimming wee removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
Al TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd lobs Free estimates
436 2102. ask for Luke

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painbng and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
You are blessed with good luck in
both career and financial matters.
Beginning next month, set money
aside for investment purposes. Your
resources will continue to grow
throughout 1993. Spend funds to
expand your sphere of influence.
Next July and August are prime
time for vacationing. September will
find you back at your desk, plotting
an exciting career move. Tried-andtrue negotiating methods work best
for you _next October. Romance
blossoms just before Thanksgiving
of 1993.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, comedian Peter
Cook, model Lauren Hutton,
moviemaker Martin Scorsese.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
The emphasis today is on being discreet. If you have promised to keep
a secret, do so even if tempted to tell
your mate. Past financial favors are
returned with interest.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): A
private meeting with an influential
person could leave you walking on
air. Trust a premonition; you are
psychic. Giving romance a second
chance shows how sincere you are.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Work-related problems could occupy you this morning. Try to take
things in stride. You will find solutions to a vexing situation by nightfall. Give children the benefit of the
doubt.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
News you get today may seem good
but by next week could be a
headache. Postpone buying or selling. Fraud is in the air and you will
be safest not taking unnecessary
risks.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A lack

of energy or strength may mean a
medical checkup is overdue. Phone
now for an appointment. You may
be socializing with exciting people
this evening.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
romantic mood could prevail even if
you have good reason to break off
with the one you love. Do not act on
impulse. A quiet, candid conversation could turn things around.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Sum
up your weaknesses and strengths,
then resolve to rid yourself of flaws.
A lack of objectivity could impede
progress. Listen to other people's
views with an open mind.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Someone could be poisoning the
atmosphere at work. Stay away from
negative people and focus on solo
projects whenever possible. A close
relationship needs more of your
time.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): You may be on the path to great
happiness. A series of changes will
improve your life immeasurably.
More money comes your way.
thanks to family circumstances.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Someone may act aloof today.
Go your own way without dwelling
on what could be a snobbish attitude. Trying to figure out a difficult
person's motives is a waste of your
valuable time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A hectic day requires a positive attitude. Doing favors for people will
build a reservoir of good will. Work
projects go nicely when you take
•
your time.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
problem will take time to solve. Be
certain to look at a situation from all
angles. Financial concerns are
involved. You will have to consult
another person.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are as secretive as they are intense and passionate. Tbeir cool,calm demeaner can fool people into thinking that these Scorpios are uncaring or passive. Wise parents will help these youngsters cultivate social relationships at an early age in order to combat their tendency to
become loners. Their close friendships will be few but deep. A strong interest in religion and philosophy reflects their curiosity about the nature of the
uyiverse.
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Looking Back

Ten years ago
Today is Monday. Nov. 16, the 321st day of 1992. There are 45
Tripp
Furches of Murray has
days left in the year.
received the highest degree,
Today's Highlight in History:
American Farmer, of Future FarOn Nov. 16, 1933, the United States and the Soviet Union estabmers
of America at the 55th
sent
a
Roosevelt
D.
President
Franklin
relations.
lished diplomatic
National FFA Convention at Kantelegram to Soviet leader Maxim Litvinov in which he expressed hope
sas City.
that U.S.-Soviet relations would "forever remain normal and
Murray State University Racers
friendly."
beat Akron 16 to 14 in a football
On this date:
game at Murray.
In 1776, British troops captured Fort Washington during the AmeriBirths reported include a boy
Revolution.
can
to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kear, no
In 1864, Union General William T. Sherman and his troops began
date listed; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
their "march to the sea" during the Civil War.
Joey Lovell, Nov. 2; a girl to Mr.
In 1885, Canadian rebel Louis Ridl was executed for high treason.
and Mrs. Kenneth White and a
In 1907, Oklahoma became the 46th state of the union.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Coles,
of
Sound
"The
musical
Hammerstein
and
In 1959, the Rodgers
Nov. 3.
Music" opened on Broadway, starring Mary Martin as Maria von
Mr. and Mrs. Ezzie Turner will
Trapp.
be
married for 50 years on Nov.
apartment
in
his
in
dead
found
Holden
was
In 1981, actor William
19.
Santa Monica, California. He was 63.
Randy Orr, Kenneth Downey,
In 1989, six Jesuit priests and two other people were slain by uniTerry Williams, Terry On, Gene
in
Salvador
El
in
University
Canas
Simeon
Jose
formed gunmen at the
Thurman, Paul Matthai, Max Paran attack later blamed on army troops.
rish,
Larry Smith, Ken Miller and
of
a
day
57th
the
Ten years ago: An agreement was announced in
Kerry Williams are pictured with
Columshuttle
space
players.
The
League
Football
National
strike by
bia glided to a smooth landing at Edwards Air Force Base in California, ending a five-day mission.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court upheld, 8-0, the federal
mail and wire fraud convictions of former Wall Street Journal reporter
DEAR ABBY: I have a bone to
R. Foster Winans and two co-defendants in connection with an insider pick with you. You said there was
nothing wrong with taking a little
trading scheme.
One year ago: Former Louisiana Gov. Edwin Edwards won a land- boy to the barber shop and having
barber give him a real boy's
slide victory in his bid to return to office, defeating state Rep. David the
haircut when his parents were on
Duke, a former Ku Klux Klan leader.
vacation. (The boy was left in the
Today's Birthdays: Actor Burgess Meredith is 84. Journalist Eli- care of his grandmother.)
zabeth Drew is 57. Actress Joanna Pettet is 48. Baseball player
I think moms should be the ones
to decide how long their little boys'
Dwight Gooden is 28. Actress Lisa Bonet is 25.
Thought for Today: "L'Histoire est un alliage de reel et de men- hair should be, and grandparents
songe. Le reel de l'Histoire devient un mensonge. L'ireel de la fable should refrain from interfering.
I kept -my son's hair in long
devient verite." (History is a combination of reality and lies. The real(shoulder-length)
curls until he was
the
becomes
fable
of
the
ity of History becomes a lie. The unreality
in first grade because I thought it
(1889-1963).
poet
director,
author,
French
Cocteau,
Jean
truth.) —
was so beautiful I couldn't bear to

a meeting of First Baptist Church
Forty years ago
Women.
Murray High School Tigers
Thirty years ago
lost to East High Eagles of NashDanny Nix, Tommy Wells and ville, Tenn., in a football game
Don Faughn of Murray High on Nov. 14.
School Football Team have been
A feature story on Spencer
named to Western Kentucky Con- Hackett, longtime fan of Murray
ference 1962 All-Conference High sports, is published. The
Football Team.
story was written by Joe Wilson,
Rip, five-year-old liver and Sports Writer for The Ledger &
white dog, owned by Doyce Mor- Times.
ris, won first place in first CalloBirths reported include a girl to
way County Field Trial Held at Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Story and
West Kentucky Wildlife Manage- a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
ment Area, Paducah. Joe, a setter Thompson, Nov. 6; a boy to Mr.
owned by Pierce McDougal, won and Mrs. James Pete Rutledge
second, and Sue, a pointer owned and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
by Bryan Elkins won third.
Henry, Nov. 7; a boy to Mr. and
Recent births reported at Mur- Mrs. Robert Charles Cone, a girl
ray Hosital include a girl to Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tuck
and Mrs. Everette G. Hurt, a boy and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Haron
to Mr. and Mrs. Willar4 Gray, a Parker, Nov. 8; a boy to mr. and
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Little Mrs. Grover W. James and girl to
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Adams, Nov.
Underhill.
9

deer taken while hunting.
Twenty years ago
The Roger Wagner Chorale
appeared in concert on Nov. 14 at
Murray State University Auditorium. This was the first presentation of this season by the Murray
Civic Music Association.
A frame house, used for stripping tobacco, was destroyed by
fire on Nov. 13. It was located on
Rt. 2, Hazel, owned by D.B.
Grubbs, and was being used by
Gerald Raspberry.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Turner,
Nov. 6; a boy to Donnie and
Merry Beach, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Edwards, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Clark,
Nov. 7.
Mrs. Richard Walker discussed
the work of WMU in Brazil
where she and her husband
served as foreign missionaries at

Dear Abby
still wears his hair in waves and listens to his mom.
PROUD OF SONNY

cut it. I always took him to my
beauty parlor to have his hair cut
and curled even after he was in elementary school.
The only time he ever looked like
a little girl was when he was being
punished and made to wear a little
girl's dress until he agreed to
behave better. This kind of punishment worked for me a whole lot better than spankings and scoldings.
By the time he was a teen-ager, he
was a very polite and well-trained
young man.
I am proud to say that he has
never been a problem for me. He

P.S. The first thing I did after I
got married was to get my husband
to let his hair grow so I could give
him a curly perm. He had the prettiest dark brown curls in town for
nearly 20 years, and knows better
than to even think about going to a
barber shop.

DEAR MOM: Your letter was
most unusual,and I'm glad your
son turned out so well. But your

Daily Comics
BLON DIE
wHATS THAT BIG BOW
FOR , HAROLD ?
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IT'S SO I WON'T
FoRGET MY WIFE'S
--L_BLRTI4DAY

THE FAR SIDE

WHEN IS HER BIRTHDAY 7
THIS 15
-ro REMIND
ME FOR
NEXT
YEAR

if

IT WAS
YESTERDAY
?

By GARY LARSON
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method of disciplining him
curled my hair. To punish a
child by humiliating him and
forcing him to wear a girl's
dress could have had serious
emotional repercussions, and I
would be curious to know what
he thought of it — now that he's
an adult. Sonny?
DEAR ABBY: In January of this
year, you ran a checklist of symptoms associated with diabetes. As I
read that list, it became obvious to
me that my boyfriend — who is now
my fiance — is a diabetic. I showed
him your column and asked him to
go see a doctor.
After much procrastination on
his part, and a lot of nagging on
mine, "Marty" finally made an
appointment with a doctor. They
ran a lot of tests on him, and when
the results were all in, it confirmed
my hunch.(Marty's blood sugar was
more than 300 — the average person's is about 100.1
His doctor prescribed two
Micronase pills a day. Well, I am
happy to report that Marty's blood
sugar level is now down to 130. He
takes only one pill a day now, and
we are hoping he will be completely
off them soon.
Abby, I want to thank you very
much for that column. N' I hadn't
seen it and insisted that Marty get
a complete physical, there's no
telling what might have happened.
We are now looking forward to a
healthy, happy life together.
CARLA IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEAR CARLA: rm pleased to
know that column was helpful. I
did get a little flak from a reader who writes a local health column. Said columnist wrote:
"Please, Dear Abby, don't give
advice on matters of health, and
I promise to stay away from
advice to the lovelorn."

ASSS

oak

CATHY
THIS ISN'T THE FAKE SWEETEN
ER I USUALLY USE. WHERE'S
THE KIND I USUALLY USE 7?

f I CAN'T DRINK COFFEE WO
OUT THE KIND I USUALLY
USE... AND If I WAIT FOR
SOMEONE TO GET SOME, I
WON'T HAVE HAD MY FIRST
CUP Of COFFEE ON SCHEDULE,
1 AND THE WHOLE DAY WILL
BE THROWN Off!

IT'S ALREADY HAPPENING! I FEEL BRAIN
CELLS SNAPPING MTH TENSION!
TONGUE IS GOING NUMB! THE ROOM IS

MGM

FOGGING OVER! MCK!!

IT'S THE
LITTLE
THINGS THAT
MAKE THIS
GREAT COMPANY WHAT
IT IS,

'WHERE'S NN
NON-DAIRY
CREAMER??
I CAN'T DO
BUSINESS
WITHOUT MY
NON-DAIRY
CREAMER!!

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please provide
information on scleroderma. What
starts it and how is it treated?
DEAR READER: Scleroderma, a
chronic disease of unknown cause, is
"Oh, wonderful! Look at this, Etta —
marked by inflammation and scarring of many body organs, notably the
another mouth to feed."
skin and joints, but also the intestinal
tract, lungs, heart and kidneys. The
disease usually begins with arthritis
and swelling of the skin. Later symptoms include ulcers of the fingers. difficulty swallowing, shortness-ofbreath, irregular pulse and fatigue
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
42 Bancroft ID
(due to kidney failure).
43 Comforts
Scleroderma is diagnosed by biopsy
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COW
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DEAR DR. GOTT- Can you give me
23
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any information on L-lysine? It is sup40 Praises
24
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posed to prevent fever blisters, and I
41 Back
want to make sure there's nothing
financially:
29
30
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slang
harmful in it before I try it.
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DEAR READER: L-lysine is an
47 Equal
33
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growth and development. Because it
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.
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time
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GARFIELD
TAKE A GANDER
Al THIS OUTFIT.
IT HAS 51%
GAJILLION
ZIPPER'S!

Y'KNOW,GARFIELD,
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New book offers 'Pictorial Legacy'of Kentucky
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Like in with the state's celebration of
most publishers, Dave Turner its 200th birthday.
Turner Publishing Co. prodreams of finding a manuscript
that can be turned into a best sell- vided the financing while the
er, but admits that it is more dif- bicentennial commission and the
Kentucky Press Association
ficult in his field.
"We specialize in military his- worked together to select the
tories and have done pretty well pictures.
"The initial run was 3,000
in seven years. We also handle
special projects on other sub- copies, and we're down to about
jects," said Turner, president of 900 (unsold)," said Turner, who
the Paducah-based company that did not rule on the possibility of
a second printing.
bears his name.
In his preface, Gov. Brereton
His latest book, "The Celebration of Kentucky," is a $29.95 Jones describes the book as a
photo essay on people, places and "pictorial legacy ... that will
events in 120 counties. It is tied serve as an inspiration to Kentuc-

The librarian felt the photo the west," said Turner, now 47.
conveyed a bad image of her "I decided to move into the area
and set up my own company."
county.
He found an investor in 1985,
"She missed the point. Years
ago, moonshiners were active in rented a building in Paducah and
many sections of the state. began soliciting business by teleThey're a part of our history," phone. "My first book dealt with
destroyer escorts of World War
Turner said.
II, and it was a success. Since
Whitfrom
graduating
After
worth College in Spokane, then, I have put out more than
Wash., he joined the school's 120 military titles."
public relations staff and then
was hired by a publishing house
in Dallas.
"Business trips brought me
into Kentucky and I fell in love
with the scenery, particularly in

kians of the future." He recently
received an embossed copy, the
first one off the press.
There have been a few critics,
Turner said, recalling a complaint
from a librarian who returned
three copies she had ordered.
"The woman was incensed
because the color picture of her
county showed a white bearded
older gentleman in the woods
inspecting a large glass jug that
supposedly contained moonshine.
He had been producing it off and
on for more than 50 years but
now, at 71, was officially
retired."

His staff currently is compiling
a history of the National Press
Club in Washington, D.C. "Our
writers have finished the manuscript and returned it to the press
club to see if any revisions are
necessary."
Turner estimates that he has
published about 400 books since
he became his own boss.
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7534563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

HANCOCK/L.302er & Times photo

Anne Adams, executive director Murray Tourism Commission,
left, and Craig Mathis, president of the Journal Communications
of Kentucky, look over the 1992 Murray Visitor's Guide as they
begin planning the 1993 guide. Adams said the new guide will be
ready in February. The tourism commission distributes 50,000
copies locally and regionally. She said the guide helps those visiting, retiring, or re-locating to the area to become better
acquainted with what Murray has to offer.

eceive 4"prints at 31 'print prices.
Customer note: Insert coupon ii fib developiwg
envelope and write "Coupon Enclosed" in the Special
Instructions box. Apphes to 110, &F.( and 35mm full
home(-41 processsingle and double 4"prints. Check
4" print box on envelope. Coupon Expires11/22/92.
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ON ANY PRESCRIPTION!
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